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1.1 General - With the maturation of the space shuttle concept of a reusable launch vehicle for earth orbital missions, two diver-gi!.nt modes of operation have been defined. One mode involves the use of the shuttle as a logistics vehicle placing free flying experiment packages in orbit and replacing, repairing or servicing existing pack-ages. In addition it will perform a crucial role as a manned experi-lJIent base, remaining in earth orbit from 7 to 30 days performing 
various experimen ts with equipment moun ted in the payload bay. 
Current assessments of the experiments proposed for operation il'. low earth orbit in conjunction with a manned vehicle indicate that nearly 45 percent of the payloads require pointing accuracy greater than that afforded by the orbiter capability using the Reac-tion Control System (RCS) and 39 percent have requirements exceeding the capabilities of the orbiter under the direct control of Control Moment Gyroscopes (C~jGs). One concept under study to meet these higher accuracy pointing requirements is to mount the experiment packages to a pallet structure which in turn is attached to the or-biter through a suspension system which isolates the pallet from the disturbances arising in the orbiter which occur during periods of in-strument operation. 
The study described in this report involves the definition and evaluation of a floated pallet control system utilizing CHG actuators attached to the pallet and controlling it directly, affecting and affected by the orbiter only through the suspension system. 
1.2 Study Objectives The objectives of the suspended pallet pointing performance study were the following: 
a. Selection of a CMG actuator and definition of a system con-figuration that best satisfies the overall mission requirements. 
b. Development of a detailed nonlinear model of the selected 
eMG for analog compute.r analysis of the actuator characteristics. 
c. Definition of a vehicle control law translating vehicle dis-turbance effects into a correcting torque command and a CMG con-trol law to generate appropriate gimbal rate commands to generate the commanded torque. 














e. Integration of all models into a hybrid simulation to be 
used in the evaluation of the pointing performance realizable by the CHG-pallet-suspension-orbiter system. 
All of the above objective,; were met during the course of the study. 
1. 3 Relationship to Other Efforts - The llendix Corpora tion waS critically involved with the Skylab program from its inception, per-forming studies in the areas of conununications, mission operations, 
experiment integration, stabilization and control, human factors, 
and test and reliability. Bendix also furnished the double gimbal CHGs, double gimballed star tracker and the experiment pointing 
electronics assembly (EI'EA) which formed a critical part of the total Skylab attitude and pointing control system (APCS) in addition to the C&D console u8ed to operate and conulland virtually all systems aboard Skylab. During the course of the Skylab program detailed studies were made into the behavior of CHG systems and the software required to satisfactorily control and manage such a system. Valuable expe-rience and insight into the behavior and idiosyncracies of eHG sys-tems was gained over the seven years that these studies were per-formed, and was directly applicable to the performance of the present study. 
Data generated during the course of the Research and Applica-tions Hodule (RAN) study (Hay 1971-June 1972) in which Bendix was 
a prime participant, provided valuable input to the present study in the area of proposed experiment payloads for the shuttle vehicle and the requirements placed upon that vehicle due to those payloads. In addition the experience gained in the analysis and design of candidate CI·IG control systems for RAJ>! applications is directly 
applicable to the present study. 
The Astronomy Sortie Hission (ASH) Definition study (December 1971-l-Iarch 1973) in which Bendix was a prime participant, also pro-
vided valuable inputs to the present study in the area of shuttle 
vehicle requirements due to proposed astronomy experimentation and in the design of possible attitude control sy£tems which included 
reaction control, ~IG, and experiment isolation systems that could be used to meet these requirements. 
A "Study to Define Logic Associated With CMGs to Maneuver and Stabilize an Orbiting Vehicle" was performed by Bendix (July 1972-September 1973) defining a mIG system capable of controlling the 
orbiter and developing the software required to manage and control the system. The experience gained in the performance of this study 















The experi.ence gained during the performance of the preceeding programs formed the technological base for the present study from 
which the preliminary determination of the floated pallet control system was derived. 
1. 4 Hethod of Approach and Principal Assumptions - The approach followed in this study throughout was to make use of applicable results and expertise obtained in previous programs. A primary consideration in the selection of the eMG actuator was the availability of developed Iwrdware in order to obtain a cost effective system. Required soft-ware was derived from existing software packages and consisted only of items required to support the pointing performance evaluation. 
Evaluation of the pointing accuracy was accomplished through the use of a hybrid computer. l'he use of the hybrid machine was indicated primarily because of the selection of a digital GHG control law but also because it enabled the simulation of the primary A/D and D/A interfaces between the dynamics of the vehicles and actuators and the flight control systerr, allowing some evaluation of the effects of quantization in the perfol:mance evaluation. 
The orbiter as defined in mid-1974 along with pallet designs of the latter part of 19i'4 were the vehicles for which the control system was defined. Both the orbiter and pallet were modeled as 
rigid bodies. For the purposes of this study such items as sensor noise, frequency characteristics, biases and drifts were neglected. 
1.5 Basic Study Output and Significant Results - The results and conclusions of the pointing performance study are listed below: 
a. The eMG system is sized to allow continuous pointing for' One orbit under the worst case XIOP gravity gradient momentum 
accumulations. 
b. The eNG system selected consisted of four double gimbal CHGs of the type used on the Skylab ATM, modified to allow 
unlimited gimbal freedom. 
c. The vehicle control law used is a rate plus position plus pOSition integral formulation. The CMG control law used is 
an optimal pseudo-inverse law giving decoupled vehicle control 
while minimizing GNG gimbal rates. 































L 6 Study Limitations - This study was geared to the determina-tion of a bound on the pointing accuracy of the floa ted palle t con-
cept using a eNG control system. Althou?,h the pointing stability 
achievable by the eNG system selec ted has been de termined, the point-ing performance that could ultimately be obtained would require a 
more comprehensive sllnula,tion for its determination. This simula·tion 
c'ould include vehicle flexibility, eNG vibration characterist.ics, and adequate representation of disturbances of all types. A more accurate det:ermination of the pointing stability achievable by the eNG system is desirable since it would have a very strong effect on the type 
and complexity of the required e*periment integration equipment and pointing devices. This in turn can appreciably effect the overall 
cost of the shuttle experiment pr"gram .• 
Although trade studies were performed tQ select a candidate CHG 
system c.onfigura·tioR from several alternatives, they did not consti-tute a major porti"n of the study and hence were C0p level in 
nature. When the design of an actual eNG system for the pallet is 
contemplated, considerably more effort WQuld be required in trading 
vari0us candidate CMG system configurations in 0rder to d'ete-rrnine the 
optimum configuration that would meet overall pallet/orbiter require-ments in a cost effective manner. Mass eh-aracteristics should be up-dated to reflect the present configurations. AdditiQnally the lat:est 
experiment payloads slated to fly in a sortie mode should he examined in order to better ascertain and update the requirements placed upon the vehicle by these experiments. 
Finally, software required to implement the vehicle con·trol sys-tem was n"t considered beyond the point "f specifying basic control laws. Software required' to accomplish momentum mB.llagement in par-ticular should be consid'ered in the selection 0l: a c}fG actuator-
cluster based on detailed mission requiremprd!.s, since the mementum 
storage capab.ility essentially determineE the number o£ actuators. By using kn"wledge of vehicle attitudes ~,lgether with biasing of the actuator momentum states, the possibility ~ists of aceomplishiilg 
some missions wit:b fewer actt:la,tors thaN spec.ified here, allowing a c.orresponding increase in payload weight. 
1. 7 Sugg",sted Additional Eff",rt - The following additional investigations affecting the floated pallet control system are 
sl:Lgges:ted: 
a. Review the i~strumen-ts and. payload exr~'erirnent cembinations 
which are candidates for the floa,tea pallet to revise and up-
















b. Investigati,m of the pointing accuracy realizable when flexible body dynamics, CMG vibration propagation and non-ideal sensors are included in the analysis. This would affect the design and specification of instrumen,t pointing devices independent of the primary control loop. 
c. Define candidat:e CMG cont:rol system configurat:ions inclnciing 
sensors tha:t could meet pallet mission requirements. Perform indepth t:rade studies bet:ween the various CMG ccmtrol system 
cJnfigu·rat-ions in order to de-termine the op,timum eNG configura-\ tion that will meet overall mission requirements in a cost 
effect:ive manner. These studies should include detailed hard-
ware trade-offs with respect to size, weight, power consumption, 
reliability and cost as well as the impact various CMG configu-
rations have OR software complexity and overall software cost. In addition cmldiclate types of control logic (e.g., eNG gimbal 
rate control laws, singularity avoidance laws, etc.) required to satisfactorily manage the CHG control system should be eval-
uated from the standpoint of software complexity and required 









The floated pallet definition study consisted of th"ee related but separate studies. The first was an evaluation of alterna;te pain,ting systems fer orbiter experimental instrumentation, the re-
sults of which are presented in volume I of this final report. The 
second was the pallet pointing performance study treated in this 
volume II. The th.ird was a hardware conceptual design study in-
cll:1ding palle·t suspension and retention systems, experiment erection, eMG mounting, etc., with results presenl:ed in volume III of this 
report. Figure 2-1 is a diagram of the logical flow of activity during the performance of the pointing performance study. 
The basic requiremenl:s under which this study was performed are shown as block 0 on I:he diagram. The contract statement of work defiRes all tasks and schedules. Input data for I:he study in-
chIded baseline shut!:le data, particularly payload interface in-formation required for pallet mouHting and mass properties. Pallet data included mass properties, structural and dimensional data and typical eJ<periment layol'>ts. The mission requirements applicable 1:0 this study iRcluded orbital parameters, vehicle attitudes and typical experimental constraints. The pointing requirements inclucled stated pointing accuracies, s:t:ability rates and associa,ted parameters, con-trol loop characteristics d'esired and some typical disturbance pro-files under which central loep operation was to be investigated. This material is discussed iR sections 3 aRd 4 of this volume. 
Th .. poinl:ing perfo"mance study was initiatecl with bleck 1, the CMG Selection Trade St"dies. The basic mission requirements and ve-hicle mass properties were traRslated into CHG system requirements sl!l.ch as torque levels, momentum s,torage, reclundancy ana actuator bandwidths needed to meet the overall stucly req"irements with results given in section 5. Next, the industry was sw.rveyed for available or nearly available CMG act1!la,tors which could meet the cluster req,aire-
merets. The candiclate CMGs were traded wil:h respecl: to size, weight, power, and cost on an actua,tor and cluster basis with both single 
aRd deable gimbal act1!lators "ensiclered. From this sa"Vey, the ~!G 
actuator and cluster cORfigu·ral:ion to be used througheut the study 
were defined. 1'I1is portien of the study is detailed in section 6 
of this velume. 
In parallel with the hardware studies presented in volume III 
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the frequency res.Jonse. At the same time the model was simplified as far as possible while retaining all significant nonlinearities. This 
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3. VEHICLE DESCRIPTION 
3.1 Space Shuttle System Description - There are three main 
c0mponents which comprise the Space Shuttle Flight System; the 0rbiter, an external tank containing the ascent propellants to be 
used by the orbite" main engines, and tW0 Solid Rocket Boosters (SRBs). The Space Shuttle Flight System is sh0wn in figure 3-1. The SRBs and the orbiter main engines fire in pa,rallel, pr0viding t:h"ust f0" lift-off. The SRBs are jettisoned when the fuel is 
exhausted, and the orbiter 1IIain engines continue firing until the 
vehicle reaches the desired suborbital conditi0ns where the external tank is jettisoned. At this time the Orbital Maneuvering Subsystem (OMS) is fired to place the orbiter in the desired orbit. 
The orbiter portion shown in figu"e 3-1 is a reusable vehicle which delive.rs and retrieves payloads, cenducts orbital operatiens, 




Typical orbital missi0ns are designed to operate for a dura-
up to 7 days, however, orbiter design will not preclude mis-
up to 30 days being accomplished. 
3.2 Orbite",/Pallet Sy"teI!l - Payloads are carried by the orbiter in the payload bay (figu"e 3-1). The payload used for this study is a f10ated pallet which is connected to the 0rbiter th""lUgh vib"ation iS01a'tors. Both the palle.t and orbiter segments are considered to be rigid b0dies. Figure 3-2 is an overall view 0f the 0rbiter/pallet combined configuration. 
Each iS01at0r suspensi0np0int is assumed to e:l<hibit linear 
compliance, viscous damping and friction along each axis with no 
rotati0nal effects 0r cross-c0upling. The design g0al 0f the suspen-Si00 is to have unc0upled rota,tional and translational isolation with 
equal natural frequencies. 
Mass properties of the orbiter/pallet c0nfigu"ation a"e given ia table 3-1. All center-of-mass l0cations are given referenced to the Inertial (I) coordinate system, which has its origin l0cated at the n0se of the external tank. Figu're 3-3 shows the 10cation of the 0rbiter with respect to the I coordinate system. As sh0wn, the 
centerline of the payload bay is 400 inches above the inertial axis. Figure 3-4 shows the relationship of all coo"dinate systems to the Inertial (I) system. 
3.2.1 O"biter - Once the 0rbiter has reached the desired 0rbit, 
attitude c0ntrol :is maintained by the Reaction Contr01 Syst:em (RCS) 
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Table 3-1. Orbiter/Pallet Vehicle Mass Properties 
Mass = 82,394 kg 
Center-oE-Mass wrt I Coordinate System 
(27.97,0.0027,9.54) T meters 
I =1,010,359 kg-m 2 I =-9,490.8 k ' 2 xx xy ,g-m 
1 =7,400,759 kg-m 2 I =266,419 kg-m 2 yy xz 
I =7,614,979 kg-m 2 I =-3 118 kg-m 2 zz yz ' 
L'lI £11 -I =214,220 kg-m 2 x zz yy 
L'lI /:,. kg-m 2 =I -I =-6,604 620 y xx zz ' 
/:"I £1I 
-1 =6 390 400 kg-m 2 z yy xx' , 
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achievine and maintaining any attitude to a certain degree of accu-racy. If more accurate pointing is required for a particular pay-load, then pointing capability must be included within the payload, this being the case for this particular study. The method chosen to increase pointing capability for the present study is to control the pointing of the pallet via use of the CMG cluster. 
Hass properties for the orbiter are defined about the orbiter (5) coordinate system and are given in table 3-2. Figure 3-4 shows the orbiter center-of-mass location with respect to the I system. 
3.2.2 Pallet - Experiment equipment will be mounted on the pallet. When performing experiments, it is undesirable to allow disturbances caused by orbiter Res firings. Therefore, the pallet 
will be controlled by the CMG cluster which provides pallet pointing to within one sec. Since the orbiter will also be controlled by the CHGs via the isolators, the RCS deadband should not be exceeded and no firings should occur. 
The pallet will consist of mechan5_cally coupled segments and the pallet attached to the orbiter through the isolators. There will be a separate retention system which will support the pallet during launch. Once in orbit, the retention system will be dis-
engaged and the pallet will float on the isolators. 
Figure 3-5 is a pictorial diagram of the pallet. A detailed description of the pallet along with a detailed analysis of suspen-
sion systems is given in volume III of this final report. 
Hass properties for the pallet are defined in table 3-3 with respect to the P system and the location of the pallet center-of-
mass is shown in figure 3-4. 
3.3 Q,lG Control System - The CMGs are required to provide '.:he pointing control of the pallet and to absorb the momentum buildup due to GG torque. The CMGs are mounted on the pallet through iso-lators which provide a bandpass of 20 Hz with damping of 0.15. The purpose of these isolators is to prevent high frequency disturbances generated by the CHGs from reaching the pallet. Volume III gives a detailed discussion of the CNG mounting system, while the CHG con-trol system is discussed in other sections of this document. 
3.4 Coordinate System Definiti"n - All vehicle coord.inate sy.s-terns are defined. nominally with the X axis directed to the rear of the orbiter, the Z axis pointing out of the payload bay and the Y 
axis completing the right-handed system. 
3-7 
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Table 3-2. Orbiter Mass Properties 
.. 
Mass = 71,419 kg 
I 
, , 
, 1_ .. 
f r [ 'l-~ 
Center-of-Mass wrt I Coordinate System 




r: \ , I , 
~ r~ i , 
I 
J =985,683 kg-m 2 J =-8,135 kg-m 2 xxs xys 
J =7,219,756 kg-m 2 J =256,250 kg-m 2 yys xzs 
J =7,386,523 kg-m 2 J =-4,067 kg-m 2 zzs yzs 
i U ;, 
i 




Table 3-3. Pallet Mass Properties 
, . 
Mass = 10,975 kg ,., 
I I i 
-. 




T (26.22,0.01,10.05) meters 
t., 
,., 
I ' d 
:j 
J =21,293 kg-m 2 J =-991 kg-m 2 xxp xyp 
J =138,821 kg-m 2 J =-1 231 kg-m 2 yyp xzp , 
J =135,426 kg-m 2 J =903 kg-m 2 zzp yzp iJ 
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Figure 3-5. Pallet System 
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3.4.1 Inertial Pointing System (XI,YI,ZI) - This system is 
based on the physical system by which ail shuttle components are defined. The origin of this coordinate system is fixed at the nose of the disposable boost tank. All coordinate systems used in this 
study are referenced to this system either directly or indirectly. It is used in this study to define the inertially held attitude. The XI axis is 1@.16 m (400 iu.) below the shuttle payload bay 
centerline (figure 3-3) and the I system origin is 6.045 m (238 in.) ahead of the orbiter nose. 
3.4.2 Orbiter System (Xs,Ys,Zs) - This system origin is lo-
cated at the orbiter center-Qf-mass. The origin Qf the system is translated from the origin of the inertial system by the vector 
.. P S. Equation 3-1 gives the rota,tional transformation from the 
CQordinate syst:em to the S cOQrdinate system through the angle 
1 e Sz -8 Sy 
[STI1= -8 Sz 1 8 Sx (3-1) 
6SY -6 Sx 1 
3.4.3 Pallet System (Xp,Yp,Zp) - The origin of the pallet 
coordinate system is located al the "center-of-mass of the pallet. The pallet system is translated from the I coord,ina,te system by 
.. the vector Pp' The transformation from the I to the p coordinate 
-+ system is given ty equation 3-2 through t:he angle Sp' 
1 0 pz -0 Py 
[pTrl= -6 pz 1 8px (3-2) 
8py -6 P:x: 1 
3.4.4 Pl-Sys,tem - Since the CMGs will not be aligned with one another, and the torque output from the CMG/shockmount is de£ined along the CMG base coordinate system, a set of transformations is 
required to relate the individual torque outputs to the pallet (P) coordinate system. A pI coordinate system is defined to make the necessary transforma,tions. Each of the p! systems is centered 
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4. MISSION REQUIREMENTS 
In this secti<m typical f10ated pallet missi0n requirements 
are defined that influence the conceptual design 0f the CMG a,tti-tude con.trol system. These requirements ar-e utilized in succeeding sec tions 0f this report to size and configure the CHG actuator 
cluster and to acc0mplish the preliminary design of the control 
system. The data discussed in this section is based in part on 
requirements of the dedicated solar sortie and the combined astro-
nomy missions projected for the f10ated pallet concept. The balance of the information is baseline data extracted from the 
contract statement df work and sources related te the s,tatement 0f work. 
4.1 Vehicle Orbit - F0r the pu"poses 0f this study a cir-
cular 0rbit 0f 500 Ian (270 n.mi.) will be used. The orientati0n 0f the 0rbit in space does not impact this study in any way. 
4.2 Vehicl" Attitlldes - B0th s0rtie mission payloads C0n-
sidered for the fl0ated pallet require inertial or nearly inertial attitudes which allow individ,ual instruments to be directed toward 
stellar targets or t0ward the sun. The ',ahicle attitudes considered for this study are: 1) an ine"tial attit:ude with the comp0site 
vehicle X axis perpendicular t:0 the 0rbital plane (XPOP} and 2) 
an inert.ial att:i tude wit:h the X axis conS t:rained to lie in the 
orbit:al plane (XIOP). 
The astronomy and solar physics payloads can be p0inted and 
stabilized using either of the above attitudes. These twe inertial 
attitudes impact with the designs of the CMG attit:ude control and 
expe"iment: peinting systems in different: ways. F0r an inertial XPOP at:titude, the vehicle's Y and Z axes are constrained to the 
orbital plane thus reducing the spacecraft's rotational degrees-of-freedom fr0m three to one. The vehicle can be rotated about 0nly the X axis. In order to permit a hemispherical experiment coverage 
capability at least one wide angle gimbal must be added to the ex-perimental instrument to pr0vide the sec0nd degree-of-freedom re-quired. 
For an inertial XIOP attitude, the vehicle's X a><is is con-
strained to the 0rbital plane thus reducing the " .. hicle' s rota-!:i0nal degrees-0£-freed0m from three to two. The vehicle can be 
rO.tated about the X axis and an axis normal to ehe orbital plane. Because the vehicle still has two rotational degrees-of-freedom, the experiment package can be pointed anywhe"e in the celestial 







































freedem fer an XIOP attitude is a large increase in the CMG momen-tum storage requirement per erbit over that required by an XPOP 
attitude. This increase momentum storage requirement Significantly impacts the size of the CMG contrel system; it can be directly 
related te additional CMGs required and mere frequent CMG mementum de:,daturatien "dumps." LJepending en the experiment payload and its pointing and stabiliza,tion requirements, 0ne L..: these two inertial 
attitudes may be required or exhibit certain characteristics that: 
are particularly attractive for a specific mission or class of mis-sions . 
4.3 Vehicle Maneuver GtIidelines - Fer the purpese ef this study it has been specified that the CMG control system will net be required for any gross vehicle maneuvers. La~ger angle maneuvers will be 
accemplished (if required) by the orbiter reaction centrel system. Small angle maneuvers required fer momentum desaturatien will, hew-ever, be perfermed with CMG system. 
4.4 PaLl"t Peinting Requirements - The floa ted pallet under the coutrol ef the CMG system should provide a pointing accuracy ef I sec. Since all ins t . ,"'!ents will be pein ted aleng the palle t Z axis or at some specified orientatioIl with respect to tha,t axis, the pallet poirrting will be 2valua,ted by censidering the rota'tional displacement cf the Z axis with respect to an arbitrary inertial direction. The pointing errer for any instrument effset frem the Z axis can be de-rived frem the Z axis peinting error. 
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5. CNG SYSTEH REQUIREMENTS 
CNG torque and momentum storage requirements acre defined for two shuttle pointing orientations, i. e., vehicle X axis perpen-d'icular to the orbital plane (XPOP) and vehicle X axis in the 
orbital plane (X10P). These requirements are based 0n the appro-priate gravity gradient distu"bances with c0nsidera,ti0n given to the effects of aerodynamics, in,ternal moti0n, and venting dis-turbance torques. Consideration is also given to the effects of 
vehicle l?0si,ti0ning misalignments, principal axis misalignments, 
and gravity gradient desatura,tion maneuvering on the t0rque and 
m0mentum requirements .. 
5.1 Orbiter/Pallet Mas" Properties - The orbiter 2nd pallet maSs properties to be used in this study are sunnnarized in tables 3-2 and 3-3 of this volume. The mass properties are delined with 
respect to axis systems shown in figure 3-4. l:Jsing the basic mass properties of the tw0 components, the center of mass of the shut tle/ pallet c0mbinati0n can be determined, then the inertia tensor ef the combination can be computed. The mass pr0perties 0f the composite 
vehicle are given in table 3-1. 
Since the Products 0f inertia are small compared to the mo-
ments 0f inertia about the vehicle axis, the misalignment of the principal axas can be estima,ted quite closely by assuming that the principal axis iner'tia tensor has the same values as the main diag0nal of the vehicle "",is inertia tensor and further assuming 
+ 'I that a small angle r0tation E =(E E ,E ) about the vehicle p "P' yp zp 
"",es will define the transformati<lU from vehicle to principal "",is 
c00rdina'tes. 
1 EO -EO 
zp yp 
[ 'I ]= -EO 1 EO P v zp xp 
EO -EO I yp xp 
Then, the :i!nertia tens0r in vehicle c00'rdinates [J J can be written v 
as: 
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Performing the similarity transformation of the above and ~olving 




















The comp0site vehicle mass properties to he used in the CHC sizing 
can he taken directly fr0m table 3-1 and equati0ns 5-1, 5-2, and 5-3, and it sh0uld be stressed ,that the angles of these equations 
are defined as r0tati0ns ab0u,t the vehicle axes. 
5.2 T0rque and Momentum Requirements - The dis turbances 
acting on the vehicle which can be considered in the CHG sizing include gravity gradient, aerodynamic, internal motion, and ve-hicle venting torques. For the purposes of this report vehicle 
venting will not be considered due to lack of definition. In 
addition, it should be noted that analyses of the Sky lab missions indicate that typical venting disturbances do not significantly 
affect the GMG torque requiremeats and are rarely a problem in 
m0menttllll storage (reference 1). Prior studies 0f shuttle systems (refereace 2) indicate that peak aerodynamic torques are an order 0f magnitude smaller than the peak gravity gradient torques for XIOP attitudes and of a similar magnitude for XPOP attitudes. Aerodynamic effects will thus he appr0ximated by the appr0priate fact0r:s applied to the gravity gradient t0rques for each attitude. Short period imterna1 mass motion disturbances will n0t affect the 
c1aster siziThg, although they are considered in detail as they affect 
vehicle pointing in subsequeat analyses. 
The gravity gradieTht torque actiag 0n a vehie1e is given loy: 
a a flI y z x 
T =3w2 a a flI gg 0 x z y 
a a flI 
















I I I , 
I 
'. 
Where the ,ai' ±=x,y,z are the compenents of the unit vector along the local vertical resolved into vehicle coordinates, the lIIi are 
defined in table 3-1, and the products of inertia are ignored. This is equivalent to sta,ting the sizing will be performed in the principal axis system. The basie sizing will be accomplished with this assumption, then the effects of angular offsets with respect to the basie at ti tudes will be developed to inves·tiga,te the ef fec t 
of principal axis misalignments and pointing offsets. In all cases the circula~ orbit of 500 km will be used, for which the orbital 
rate is: 
-3 w =1.107xI0 rad/sec o (5-5) 
Anothe·r significant centribution to torque and momentum s·torage requirements is vehicle maneuvering. Although any gross vehicle 
maneuvers will be aceomplished without the use of t:be CMG system, these maneuverS will be examined as to their effect on torque and 
momentum requirements. A minimum desaturation period ei (!me-,third 
orbit will be considered with a small angle desaturation scheme 
assumed. 
5.2.1 X Axis Perpendicular to the Orbital Plane (XPO)?) - The XPOP orientation is advantageous in the sense of minimizing torque levels and accumulated momentum, however, to aehieve full pointing capability the experimental payload must have a wide angle degree 0f freedom about one of the axes constrained to the orbital plane. 




r= a = cosw t (5-6) y 0 
a sinw t 
z 0 
The corresponding gravity gradiellt torque is obtained fr0m equations 
5-4 and 5-6 as: 
",. 3 2 T = - w gg 2 0 
III sin2w t x 0 
(5-7) 
5-3 

























































From equation 5-7 it is 
occurs for sin 2w t=+l, 
o -
evident that the peak gravity gradient torque i.e, w t=n'f/4, n=1,3,5,7. Substituting the o 
numerical values for wand 111 gives the values "f peak torques as o x 
+0.4 n-m at these points for the ideal XPOP attitude. The momentum accumula,tion as a function of time is the time integral of equation 5-7: 
+ 3 Ii = - w gg 4 0 




Examination of eau·tion 5-8 shews that the momen.tum accumulation as a function of time is cyclic and therefore bounded, thus ideally no desaturation would be required. The peak momentum accumulation 
occurs for cos2w t=-l, w t=7f/2 or 3,,/2 at which point the magnitude CD 0 
of the accumulation is 355 n-m-sec. 
The effect of offsets of the vehicle from the ideal attitude 
can be determined by defining a small rota,tion 
hicle axis. The components of the unit vector 
E. about each ve-l. 
along the local 
vertical become: 
1 E -E a 'E cosw t-E sinw t z y x z 0 y 0 ~ 
r = -E 1 E a C0SW t+E sinw t (5-9) 0 z x y 0 x 0 
E -E 1 a sinw t-E cosw t Y x z 0 x 0 
The gravity gradient torque including the offset rotations is thus: 
III cos2w t o x 0 
+0+ 2 T =T -3w E 0 gg gg 0 x 
3 2 
'2 Wo Ey (1-cos2wo t) Illy 
o III sin2w t Z 0 
Q 
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For rotations 0 there is no effect on the torque magnitude, merely x 
a shift of the values in the orbit by the angle E as can be seen x from figure 5-1 and verified from equation 5-10 with 0 =0 =0. For y z Y offsets (E =0 =0) 
X z 
the peak torques increase from the ideal values 
and shift in pairs from the quarter orbit points toward w t=7f/2 and 
a 3" /2. Figure 5-2 shows the torque magnitude history for one orbit for the ideal attitude and for E =1°, 2 0, and 3 ° • For 0 =1 ° the y y torque peaks occur at 53.6°, 126.4', 233.6°, and 306.4° with" 
magnitude 0f 0.5 n-m. F0r 2° and 3° the torque peaks have coalesced at 90° and 270° with magnitudes of 0.85 n-m and 1.27 n-m, respectively. For Z 0ffsets the results are similar with the peaks moving toward tohe n7f points of the orbit. For 0 =1 ° the peaks occur at 36.1 ° , z 
143.9°, 216.1°, and 323.9° with a magnitude of .5 n-m and for 2° and 3 ° the peaks occur at 0 0 , 180 0, and 360 ° with magnitudes of 0.83 n-m and 1.24 n-m, respectively. 
The momentum accumulation can be found by taking the time integral of equation 5-10: 
3 
-WE 2 0 x 




-WE 4 0 y 
o 
6I (2w t-sin2w t) y 0 0 
1lI (1-c0s2w t) 
z 0 
Q 
1lI (1-cos2w t) y 0 (5-11) 
6I (2w t+cos2w t) z 0 0 
For X offsets, the momentum remains cyclic and bounded with the 
same magnitude as the ideal case with the momentum values shifted 
E in the 0rbit. F0r Y and Z offse_ts, however, a secular C0mpo-x 
nent o£ m0mentum appears which 
a 1° offset ab0u,t eitoher axis. 




offset of 1° 0r greater shows only local 




cyclic momentum for 
momentum peaks at 
addition of a Y or Z 
maxima or an inflection 
W t'" 7f wi toh the peak mo-o 
mentum 0c:currin,g at w t="21T 
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Figure 5-2. XPOP T,,,:que Histories - One Orbit 
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accumulation per orbit as well. For Y offsets the peak momentum 
and momentum to be dumped per orbit is 1,200 n-m-sec per degree offset. For Z offsets the corresponding amount is 1,160 n-m-sec per degree offset. For offsets about both Y and Z the momentum 
accumulation is the root .... sum-square of the per axis amounts. 
Figure 5-3 is included to indicate the effect of the princi-ple axis offsets on the momentum history if the vehicle geometric 
axes are used for XPOP. For no "ffsets, the momentum history is the same as the H component of this figure. llihen the principal angle x 
offsets of eautions 5-1, 5-2, and 5-3 are included in the momentum ~istory, the Y axis momentum dominates due to the large E The yp 
mom0ntum magnitude H is a maximum for w t=21T as described in the c 
previL'us pa'ragraph. 
FrOlI: information presented in reference 2, the peak aerody-
namic torque for XPOP attitudes is on the order of 1.4 n-m with peak transient ,"omentum due to aerodynamics being approximately 1,000 n-m-sec. The net momentum accumulation per orbit is con-
siderably less than this amount. 
5.2.2 JC Axis in the Orbi tal Plane (xroP) - The XlOP vehicle 
orientation has the advantage of allowing instrument pointing any-where in the celes tial sphere wi tholl't the need fo" gimballed pay-loads with the attendant disadvantage of mo"e severe torque levels 
and momentum accumulation. With the vehicle X axis constrained to lie in the orbital plane, there always is a rQ1:ational degree 0f freedom about that axis which will be defined as S, -TT.::J3.:'.-TT, the 
angle by which the vehicle r axis is r0tated out of the 0"bital plane. The relation between the vehicle axes and the orbi t is 
shown in figure 5-4. With reference to that figu"e it can be seen tha't the c00rdina,tes of the unit vector along the local vertical 
resolved into vehicle coordinates is: 
a 1 Q 0 C0SW t cosw t x 0 0 
A 
r; ,a ; a cosS sinS sinw t ; c.osSsiaw.t y 0 0 (5-12) 
a a -sinl3 C0SS 0 -sinSsinw t z 0 
5-8 
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Fig1!lre 5-3. XPOP Momentum History \lith Vehicle Axis Pointing 
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Figure 5-4. XID], At ti tude Geome try 
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If an offset 
attitude the 
written: 
-+ T E=(£ ,£ ,£ ) 
X Y z 
components of 
exists between ideal and actual vehicle 
the local vertical unit vector can be 
1 E: -E: a a +E: a -E: a Z y x x Z y Y Z A 
r -E: 1 E: a = a -e: a +e: a (5-13) 
" 
Z x y y Z x x Z 
E: -E: 1 a a +E a -E a y x z z y " x y 
Substituting the comp"nents a i fr"m equati"n 5-12 into equation 5-4 
then yields the gravity gradient torques f"r the ideal XIOP atti-tude. 
±Z, sinZ/3(cos2w t-l)61 
o x 
-,n siniBsinZw t 
y " 
(5-14) 
-+ 3 2 T = ~ w gg 2 0 
61 c"s/3sinZw 10 
Z " 
Substituting the appropriate numerical values for the differences 










Examina,ti"n of equ'a!tion 5-15 then indica,tes that the maximum gravity 
gradient torque oceUTS for sin2w t=+l, 1. e., w t= Th1f4'" n=l, 3 ,5,7. o - 0 further, the maximum torque about the vehicle Y axis occurs with !sinS!~l, 8=± fWith the value Tgg=(0,±12.Zl,0)T. The maximum 
torque about the Z axis 0,"curs f",,! cos S ! =1, 8=0, +1f yielding at 
". )T t""que T = (0,0, +11. 81 • The peak torque abeut the X axis occurs gg - Tf 3Tf 
-+, , T f"r !sinZ8!=1, 8=+ -4'+ -4 yielding T =(+0.198,+8.63,+8.35) w,ith - gg~ --
a magnitude c,f 12.01 n-m. The peak gravity gradient torque is thus 






The m"mentCIm history as a functi"n "f time can be "btained from the time integral of equati"n 5-15 as: 
->-H = gg 







F"r "ne orbit (w t=2rr) the accumulated m"mentum is: 
" 
-4'IT(89.17)sin2S -1, 120sin213 




This is clearly maximized when 1 sinZa 1 =1 which is the value of S for which peak t"rques deve1"p ab"ut the X rods. With the prin-
cipal X axis in the "rbita1 plane, the net m"mentum accumu1aU"n per "rbit is appr"xim,.te1y 1,120 n-m-sec. 
For peak m"mentum, the Y and Z ""mp"nents "f equ,.tion 5-16 d"min,.te and b"th peak when c"s2w t=-1. Since the X c"mp"nent 
" contains 
w t= ~ 
" 4 
the secular term 2w t, the peak momentum must occ.ur near o 
yielding: 
-3rr (89 .17) sin213 
-840.4sin26 
+ II = -2(5,498)sin13 = -1@,996sinS (5.-18) p 
2(5,320)"0S/3 Hl,640cos/3 
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peak Y torque, 1 sinS 1=1 with Hp=(0,±10996,0)T and peak Z torque 
occurs for I cos S I =1 with H =(0,0,+10640) T. 'rhus the peak momentum p -
stored in the CMG cluster is 10,996 n-m-sec, occuring for s=+ I 
for which there is no net accumulation about the X axis. A typical 
momentum histQry fQr Qne orbit is shQwn in figure 5-5 for which 
S=-1r/4. 
-> With any pointing Qffsets E, the cQmponents Qf equatiQn 5-13 
must be used in the torque equatiQn 5-4 giving the gravity g,radient 
torques with an offset 
2 2 
a a LII -a a til (a -a )1II 
z y x x y x x z x 
+0+ 
+3W2E -a a til +3W2E 2 2 +3W2e: a a til T =T (a -a )1II gg gg Q X X Y Y o Y x z Y o z Y z Y 
a a til -a a til 2 2 (a -a )1II 
x z z y z z y x z 
Substituting the appropriate values and adjusting the cQefficients 
















+E -.1064sin2S{cQs2w t-1) 
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Figure 5-5. XIOP HomeIltClm History for One Orbit, S=-1T/4 
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Examination of equation 5-20 along with the values of peak gravity gradient torques for the ideal case indicates that only an extremely 
small torque increase will result from offsets on the order of one degree, in actuality approximately 1 percent increase in peak torque per degree offset per axis. 
Performing the time integral of equa,tion 5-20 to obtain the mo-men tum .history: 
3 • 112cos2/3 (sin2w t-2w t) 
o 0 
4- 0 -)-




+E: -47.96[(1+cos2S)2w t+(3-cos2/3)sin2w tJ y 0 0 
46.41sin2S(2w t-sin2w t) ~ 0 0 
I 3.ll2sini3(1-cos2w t) ! 0 ! 
+E: ; 47. 96sin2/3(2w t-si9.2w t) z I 0 0 (5-21) , 
-46.41[(1-cos/3)2w t+(3+cos2i3)sin2w tJ o 0 
To detecrmine the effect on the dunip requirement, Ul t~21f: 
o 
r -39.l0cos2S -, r 0 
: Q j- E: + 1--602. 8(1+cos2i3) 




For I sin2S I~l, which gives the maximum momentum to be dumped for 
the ideal case, H~~(112.5,±6(j)2.8,±583.2)T with a magnitude of 
1,399 n-m-sec, for eithe:r Y or Z offsets, an increase in s,tored 
momentum of 25 percent per degree offset about the Y or Z axes. Considering an offse-t of 2.31· about Y and .085° about Z, that 
E: 
z 
is, maintaining the vehicle X axis ia the orbital plane as opposed to the principal X axis yields Hd~(112(j).5,1443.7,1396.8)T with a 
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In order to d,etermine the effect on the peak momentum state it is necessary to evaluate equation 5-21 for ill t=3rr/2: 
o 
-29.33cos213 6. 223cos13 6. 223sin13 




for 13:::;2:2;-, correspending to the peak momentum mf the nOR0ffset case: 
for E : UO=(869.7,79ll,7655)T, H =11,043 n-m-sec (5-24a) x p p 
T H =11,419 (5-24b) E : =(844.8,8548,7524) , ll-m-sec y p 
'I H =11,383 (5-24c) E : =(844.8,7776,9270) , n-m-sec z p 
Thus, the,re is an increase in peak momentum of 2.1 percent per degree 
offset about X, 5.5 percent per degree offset about Y, and 5.2 percent per degree offset about Z. Again considering the case of vehicle X axis in the orbital plane with a Y offse·t of 2.31 Q yields a peak mo-
mentum value of 12,194 n-m-sec. 
From data contaiRed in reference 2, the peak aer0dynamic torque is somewhat less than 1. 4 n-m for XIOP with the peak momentum being approximately 950 n-m-sec. 
5.2.3 Maneuv"rillg Requirements - While baseline information indicates that gross vehicle maaeuvers will not be performed with the CMG sys tern., it is evident that momentum desa,turation will re-quire vehicle maneuvering under CMG corutro1. The effects of this 
maneuveril1g can be significant ia three ways, 1. e., 1) the torque level required to accelerate and decelerate the vehicle as the man-euver is es,tablished aIld completed, 2) the momentum that must be 
absorbed by the CMG system. dUring the maneuver as required by ooa-
servation of angular mementum, and 3) the increase in gravity gradient momentum accumulati0n during the maneuver. 
Previous stl1die s (reference 2) have shown that momentum de_ 
saturation can be acc.omplished by means of small al1gle maneuver laws in which the maximum maneuver is no greater than 10 degrees. In geaeral alt least two maneuvers will be required for XPOP de-
saturation and no more thna 4 for XLOP desat:.uration with the sum 
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postulating a ~n1mum desaturation period of one-third orbit or 
1,892 seconds, n0 m0re than 20 percent of the desaturation period 
or some 378 seconds should be taken by the maneuvers. Thus a maxi-
mum desatllration maneuver rate w =2Q/500~0.04 deg/sec seems a 
m 
practical working value. 
tlla t the vehicle axis of 
Referring to table 3-1 it 
largest inertia is Z , and 
v 
can be seen 
all following 
computations will be based on maneuvers about Z as the wars t case 
v 
in terms of torque requirements and momentum exchange. 
Conservation of momentum requires that the sum of vehicle mo-
mentum and CMG momentum must remain constant when no ex<ternal torques 
act on the system, which is nearly the case during a maneuver since 
the gravity gradient torque is quite small. During experiment point-
ing the vehicle rates are essentially zero, thus tohe vehicle angular 
momentum is zero. When a maneuver occurs the CMG sys,tem must experi-
ence a change in mom en-tum .6.H=":'Jw where J is the moment 0f inertia 
about the axis of rotation and w is the rotation rate in order to 
satisfy the conservation law. For w =.04 deg/sec: 
z 
I~H 1=1 Iw 1=5,315 n-m-sec 
z zz z 
(5-25) 
TID examine the tIDrque requirement to perfIDrm the maneuvers an 
ideal maneuvet' strategy consisting of an acceleration tID achieve the 
limiting maneuver rate, a coas,ting rlDtation a,t the maximum rate and 
a deceleration tID zero rate wit"!1 acceleratilDn and deceleratilDu ·times 
equal will be used. This is a time optimal stracegy foo: equal too:'!ue 
applications on acceleration and decelera,tion. If the torque level 
of the CMG is defined to" be T, the acceleration ab"ut the axis of 
r0·tatiIDn is: 
;'=T/J (5-26) 
The time required to aceele,rate to the maximum .rate ill 0r decelerate 
m 
from w to rest is: 
.m 
t =w /;'=Jw /T 
a m m 
(5-27) 
The angular motion during accelera.tion and deceleration is: 
2 
2 Jw • m ~ifJ=w t /2= ~ 
a 2T (5-28) 
A total maneuver ifJ then will require an al1gula.r moti,lU of q}-2~ifJ 
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t =2t +t = L + _ m 




If instantaneous acceleration is assumed, the maneuver time is simply ljI/w thus the inclrease in time required to perform the maneuver con-m 
sidering a finit-e torque applica'tion is: 
lIt=Jw IT 
m 





For an increase of manet:1ve'r time t)f 25 seconds (a 1(i) perc en t increase foct:' a 10 degree maneuver) a torque of 213 n-m is required, while for 20 and 10 seconds the values are 266 n-m and 532 a-m, respectively. A minimum torque requirement for maneuveTing thus w0uld be 200 n-m 
with a value of 510 n-m being a practical maximum as larger values decrease the total maneuver time only a small amount for even small manet:lvers. 
The amount of g'ravity gradient torque and additional momentum ac-cuml:llatiou exerted en the vehicle during a maneuver can be b0unded by reference to the torque equation 5~19 which is a general tQrque 
equatiQn in terms of the cQmponents Qf the lQcal vertical vector 
ai' i=x,y,z. Since the Qrbital PQsitiQn changes only slightly during a maneuver, the ai can be assumed constan.t and since they are compo-
nents Qf a unit vectQr; max{aia. :F0.5, max{a:-/ }=l, ifj. The maxi-J 1. J 
mum torque thus arises from the Eterm Qf equaltion 5-19 since 8r y . y 
:i,s the largest inertia diffe,renee and in this term. has a cQefficient bound Qf unity. Thus the gravity gradient tQr'lue during a maneuver is thus bQunaed by: 
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where E =w t and it is a strict inequality since all three coef-y y 
ficients cannot attain their maximums simultaneously. The cor-
responding momentum bound is found from the time integral of equa-tion 5-33: 








For E =w =.04 deg/sec and a maneuver time of 250 seconds: y m 
... 
T < ggm 
... 




['.'" 1 529.7 
256.3 
T <4.70 n-m (5-35) ggm 
H <588 n-m-sec (5-36) ggm 
5.3 SUlIU!Jary of Torque and Momentum Requi'rements - The res",lts 
of the previo",s sections are summarized in table 5-1, listing all derived. tOTque and momentum requirements. The overwhelming torque 
requirement is that for desatura,tion maneuvering. A CHG cluster 
capable of gel'lerating a minimClID of 200 n-m of torque about any axis is indicated with torq",e ou,tputs "'p to some 540 n-m being helpful in 
reducing total man~uver times. 
The XIOP attitude is clearly the wor"t with re"pect to momentum storage requiremel'lts. The peak gravity gradient, aerodynamic, mo-
mentum exchange and mane",ve.r gravity gradient requirements are 10,980, 950, 5,290, and 580 n-m-sec, respectively, for this case. Each of these values represent a vect0'r magnitude and even in the unlikely case that all peaks would occur simultaneo",sly, there is no ehal'lce that the individ'aal vectors wo",ld be colinear. Realistically the total momentum storage req",irement can th",s be estima,ted by using the root-sum-square of the fom: values instead of the direct sum 
resulting ia a minimum momentum stor~ge r;equirement 0f 12,2@G n--m-
sec abou,t any axis. It should be noted that the larges,t contribution to the moment",m requirement is that due to gravi,ty gradien·t for which 
5-19 
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Peak Gravity Gradie.nt Torque (L41 12.20 l1-m Increase per degree offset c 0.00 O.lS n-m x 
c 0.15 0.15 n-m y 




i , Ii , i f , 
! C [ [ , 
t 
t IJ f , 
Peak Aerodynamic Torque 1.50 1.50 l1-m Hinimum Haneuver Torque 200.00 200.00 n-m GG Torque 
- 250 Sec0ud Haneuver 4.75 4.75 n-m 
Peak Gravity Gradient Homentum 353 10,980 n-m-sec Increase per degree offset c 0 68 ll-m-se.c x 
c 854 434 n-m-sec. y 
E 813 407 ll-m-sec z 
Peak Aerodynamic Momentum 1,6J0 950 n,;.;.m-sec i , Nomentum Exchange .04 deg/sec 5,290 5,290 n-m-sec n u 
GG Momeo'tum 
- 250 Second Naneuver 580 530 n-m-sec Homelltum Accumulation ]'er Orbit 0 1,125 o-m-sec Increase per degree "ffset c 0 41 n-m-sec x 1-) 
J c 1,210 270 n-m-sec y 
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the individual components of stored momentum are quite predictable. Since this is the case the initial cluster momentum state can be biased to reduce the magnitude of the peaks, thus easing the total re.quirement. 
From the above analysis it appears that a OfG cluster having a 
momentum storage capability of 12,200 n-m-sec and a minimum torque 
capability of 200 n-"i c"'n meet the requirements of the orbiter /pal-let vehicle both for gravity gradient stabilization during observa-tion and maneuvering for momentum desaturation. 
In general, torques and momenta can be minimized for either 
case by placing the X principal axis either perpendicular to or in the orbital plane, thus insuring some additional system capability to meet any additional disturbance events. This could be accom-plished quite easily for XPOP since the major misalignment is 
about the vehicle Y axis and all experiment configurations show a gimbal or hinge about tha·t axis, thus a simple rotation of approx-imately 2.3 0 about the vehicle Y axis will place the X principal 
axis near the 0rbit no-nnal and the experiment gimbal could compen-sate for that directly. In the case of XIOP, the experilllents can be hardmounted with the vehicle Z axis being the pointed axis, how-
ever, a rotation about the vehicle Z axis could place the principal X axis near the orbital plane. 
5-21 
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6. C~!C CONFIGURATION S'ruDY 
The CMG cluster requirements of the previous section based on gravity gradient, aerodynamic and manned motion disturbances during experiment pointing and desaturation maneuvering are: 
Momentum: 12,200 n-m-sec in the vehicle YZ plane 
Torque: 200 n-m about any control axis 
In addition to these basic requirements a fail operational, fail safe redundancy requirement is assumed to insure mission 
continuance for a single actuator failure. A second failure 
would in all likelihood cause mission termination but would be fail safe in the sense that the shuttle reaction control system (RCS) would still be available for attitude control during de-
activation, deorbit, and reentry. 
CMG actuators presently available or in late development 
stages are surveyed and traded by type (double vs single gimbal), 
size, weight, and power requirements on an actuator and a cluster basis. Consideration is given to both normal and failure modes 
of operation with some qualitative vibrational aspects discussed. 
6.1 CMG Types and Type Sele" tion - The two types of CMGs 
are t:he single gimbal Cl1G (SCMG) with one gimbal between the mo-
mentum wheel and the base and the double gimbal CMG (DCMG) with two gimbals between the momentum wheel and the base. A pictorial 
representation of both CMG types is shown in figure 6-1. 
The SCMG has only one rotational degree of freedom and the 
... ... ... 
output torque T =w xH is thus constrained to lie along the line 5 g w 
-+ normal to both the gimbal axis and the wheel momentum vector H • 
w This is the SCMG out.put t0rque axis, and since it lies normal to the gimbal axis there is n0 comp0nent of output torque about the gimbal t0rquer axis. The SCHG output torque is thus limited only by t:he radial load carrying capacity of the gjmbal and momentum 
wheel bearings. The gimbal torquers must only accelerate the gimbal and since there are no large reaction t0rques about the gimbal axis, relatively large gimbal rates are p0ssible. The SCHG is thus a torque multiplier, 1. e., small torques applied 
... about t:he gimbal axis to establish a gimbal ra,te w can produce g large torques ab(mt the output axis. In br0ad terms t:he single gimbal CMG is well suit9d to high torque applica,tions, but has 
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b) Typical B'JUbleGimbal CHG Arrangemen't 
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The DCHG has two rotational degrees of freedom, one about 
each of the two perpendicular gimbal axes. Motion of the two 
.>-gimbals can produce an effective gimbal rate w anywhere in the 
->- g plane normal to the wheel momentum H thus the output torque w -). -)0- -,.. 
TD=w xH g w can lie anywhere in this plane which can then be called 
t:he DCMG output t:orque plane. However, the output t:orque always has a component along one of the gimbal axes, therefore it is limited by torque capabilit:y of the gimbal torquers. Again in broad terms, the double gimbal CHG is more suited to applications 
wit:h moderate torque requirement:s, but has a more flexible (1. e. , 
optimum) momentum storage capability. 
The momentum envelop" of. one CMG is the plane normal to the gimbal axis and the envelope of an actuator clust:er is dependent 
on the moun,ting configuration of the ind,ividual actuators. While the basic cluster can be arranged to giv!= a more or less regular 
momentum envelope, a single CHC failure strongly distorts the 
envelope and causes some quite complex software problems in de-termining desaturation strategies, e. g., a normal gravity gradien,t desaturation which tends to decrease the stored momentum magnitude could drive the cluster momentum vector into the distorted en-
velope, thus causing saturation even though decreasing the mClllentum load. Another severe problem with a SCMG cluster is the existence 
of singularity surfaces within the momentum envelope occurring when the torque output vee tors of the individual ac tuators are coplanar, i.e., no control torque is possible about the axis normal to the plane. A total analytic solution for the location of these sur-faces and general software for Singularity avoidance does not 
exist:, and the normal strategy is local avoidance of the surfaces 
along with varying amounts of excess momentum storage capability 
over the basic requirements. 
The DCMG moment:um envelope is spherical in the absence of gimbal stops and even with limited gimbal rotation the envelope 
of a single actuato'!: is a portion of a sphere. 'fhe envelope 0f 
a DCMG cluster of any number of actuators is thus also spherical 
and the fe.ilure o.E a single act:uator while decreasing t:he envelope 
size does not change its spherical character. ])esa-turation strat-egies can thus be devised to decrease or control the stored momentum with the guarantee that the momentum vector is always moving away from the envelope in both normal and failure modes of operation. DCMG singularity occurs only when the individual actuat:or momentum 
vectors are colinear and this situat:i0n can be avoided through 
relatively simple logic involving redistribution of the individual 
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An examin·ation of the capabilities of currently available 
actuators as tabulated in reference 3 indicates a maximum SCMG 
actuator momentum storage capability of 1,350 n-m-sec with units 
up to 2,050 n-m-sec under study. Remaining within the available 
or nearly available single gimbal actuators implies the need for a cluster of a,t least 10 SCMGs, to meet the basic momentum storage 
requiremen.t of this application (including a margin for singularity avoidance). The attendant mechanical complexity of at least 10 devices with the attendant moun.ting and connection problems along 
with the singularity problem and failure mode satura,tion avoidance indicates that the single gimbal CHG should not be considered ftllr-ther for the floated pallet application, and all further evalua-t;Lon will be concerned with selection of a double gimbal actuator 
and specification of a cluster configuration utili.ing DCMGs. 
6.2 Survey of Bouble Gimbal CHGs - Examination 0f the speci-fications of currently o,r nearly available BCHG actuators from ref-
erence 3 and infonnal sources shows three deviCeS which will be 
considered for this application. Basic data for t:hese actua'tors 
are shown in table 6-1. The Bendix HA-2300 DCBG is the actuator 
used on the Skylab vehicle while the Sperry 4500 and Bendix HA-ZOOO are in the late development stage. Although the HA-2300 actuator experienced spin bearing lubrication difficulties during the Skylab 
mission, this problem has since been solved and the modified device 
remains the only double gimbal CHG which is space qualified. In addition the gimbal stops on the HA-2300 have been removed. 
6.3 CNG Cluster ilefinitio"",, - The basic momentum storage 
requirement of 12, ZOO n-m-sec defines the low limi!; "'f the actu-ator cluster and thus iudicates that 4 Bend.ix HA-2300 or HA-2000 
or 2 Sperry 4500 DCHGs are reql!lired. In order to meet the fail 
opera.tional concept, however, at least 3 CMGs are required since thT'ee-axis c0ntr<:11 is not available with a single actuat0r, thus 3 of the Sperry actuators would be necessary. The total capa-bilities and requirements of all four of the above mentioned 
clus'ters are given in table 6-2, although the 2 CHG cluster will 
not be c0hsidered furthe-r due to the inability to provide "opera-tional lt failure Dl0de protec.tion~ 
6.4 CMG Actu'"'t.or RecolIU1\end",tioms - Referring again to table 6-Z, and considering first the two Bendix clusters, it is immedi-a,tely evident tha t in the no,rmal operating mode t:here is little difference in the two systems in basic control capabilities and 
weight. The MA-23(!)O cluster has a higher power requirement in 
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Table 6-1. Candidate Blouble Gimbal CHG Actuators 
BENBIX SPERRY BENDIX MA-2300 4500 HA-2000 
StQred ARglilar Momentum 3,120 6,100 (d) 1,355 to 4,070 (f) 
Peak OlltPtlt Torque (R-m) 165 340 240 
Wheel Ro.tation Ra·te (rpm) 9,080 6,5::''1 (d) 3,950 to 11,850 (f) 
Actuator Weight (kg) 19@ (a) 295 (c) 205 
A" tuator BimeRsions (m) lx1. 07xl 1.l7x1. 22xO. 53 lxl. 07xl 
Gimbal Freedom 
* URlimited Unlimited 
Actuator Bandwidth (Hz) 4 to 10 15 5 to 10 
Hheel S.pin<lp Time (hI') 14 4 2.5 
Power Requirements (,.atts) 
l,rheel Spin CORtrol 80 55 to 102 (e) 50 
SpiRup Peak 170 450 400 
Gimbal TQrquers a,t Peak 170 500 300 
SpiR Bearing Heaters (peak) 52 UnknQwn 52 
Other (peak) 70 (b) URkRQwn UnkRown 
Spin HQ,tor Type AC Brushless DC Brushless DC 
Torquer Type Brush type BC Brushless lDC Brllshless BC 
To,rquer/Gimbal Drive Gea·red Dire"t Geared 












Does no-t iRclude inverter assembly weigh,t of 23 kg, 2 reqliired per cluster. Allocated to iRverter assembly functions. 
* 
Does RQt iRclude exterRal "QRtrol ele"trQnics of unknown weight. Nominal vallies (4 discrete speeds possible). 
Larger vallie required at peak Otltput torque. 
NomiRal values 2,700 n-m-se", 7,900 rpm. 
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Momentlim Storage Capacity (n-m-sec) 12,480 
Peak Torque Output (n-m) 660 
elliS ter Weight (kg) 760 (b) 
Power Reqliired fa,r SpiR CORtrol (watts) 320 
Peak Power Reqliired Dliring SpiRUP (watts) 680 
Torquer Power Required a't 10 ft-lb-sec (watts) (d) 15 
Torquer Power Reqllired a,t 150 ft-lb-sec (watts) (d) 215 
Torqaer Power Required at 400 ft-lb-sec (watts) (d) 560 
Single Actliato,r FailC1re 
Momentllm St0rage Capacity (R-m-see) 9,360 
Peak Torque Output (,,-m) 495 








Run at 3,050 a-m-sec each iastead 0f nominal 2,700 a-m-see. l%es a0't inchl<le 46 kg fo,r 2 inverter ass.emblies. D0.es R0't iRclude weight of ex,ternal coutrl:>l electronics. ESitimated from peak values. 
Inc.ludles increase in spin control power required. 
Based on i-ncre-a'se to 4,067 n-m-sec for remaiaing actua-to'rs. Three axis c0a,trol impossible. 
.. . ,....... ,"'-. 
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820 885 ec) 
200 165 
1,600 1,350 
16 25 (e) 
?55 330 (e) 
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momentum storage feature of the 11A-2000 actuator allows the cluster 
stOlrage capability tOl be returned tOl 12·,200 n-m-sec in case of a single failure, however, this is not the overwhelming advantage it 
appears to be sinc.e the gravity gradient momentum peaks whic.h dominate the transient mOlmen.tum are highly predic.table and the 
cluster momen.tum state can be biaseS. to pr0vide the necessary mo-
mentum storage capability in the required direction. Thus, since the actuator capabilities and requirements are quite similar and the decreased mOlmentum capabili.ty Olf the MA-2300 cluster in the failure mode is not a serious problem, the MA-2300 cluster is tOl be preferred to the HA-20QO Oln the basis of the space qualifica-tio and off-the-shelf availability of the actuatOlrs. 
COlmparison of the cluster of four Bendix MA-2300 actuators and that Olf three Sperry 45QO actuators shows that the Sperry cluster has higher torque and momentum storage capabilities both in the 
normal and failure mod'es, h0wever, as stated above the peak momentum is predictable, thus the excess storage capabil:Lty is not an over-
riding considerat:Lon. The Bendix cluster shows a higher steady 
state power requ:Lrement with the Sperry showing higher transient power needs, although both are nominal for this application. 'I1he basic clus·ter weight is significantly less for the Bendix actuators 
and since both CHGs unde·r consideration requ:Lre additio"al elec-tronic gear, the net weight advantage for the MA-2300 "luster should exist even after adding the weights of the inverter and external electronics assemblies. Another factor to be considered in this 
comparison is the momentum wheel rotation rate of the actuators 
which defines the basic vibra,tion frequencies arising from wheel imbalance. As can be seen from table 6-1, the Bendix actuator 
wheel spins at over 9,OOQ rpm while the Sperry spin rate is around 6,50Q rl'm, near):.' 30 percent slower. In general as the v:Lbration d'istu~bance frequency increases, the effect on poi_ll'ting accuracy due to structural propagation Olf the vibration decreases. Another factor to be c'lUs:Ldered, howeve", is the fact that although the Sperry actuato:r' has a lower vi-bra,tion freq:t:1ency, there is one less 
rotating wheel in the cluster wh:Lch could tend to compensate for the lower ra.te. The effects of v:Lbration must thus be. left open pending some study of t:he CHG cluster/pallet structure interaction 
and the net effect on po:Lnting. 
In summary, the comparison of the Bendix MA-23QQ and Sperry 4500 clusters shows a slight weight and probable better vibration 
character:Lstics for the Bendix cluster wh:Lle the Sperry cluster has somewhat lower power requirements. Sin"e detailed cost :Ln-formation is not ava:Llable for the Sperry actuators, this factor 




















6.5 CMG Cluster Clmfiguration - With the selection of the Bendix MA-2300 CHG (the modified Skylab ATM actuator) for this 
applica.tion, the next problem to be considered is the mounting 
configuration of the four actuators required in the cluster. In general, the mounting a:rrangement is not critical for a double gim-bal CMG with unlimited gimbal freedom and the purely hardwa<"e con-
straints of physical clearances, torque paths, etc., will be the primary consideration in de,termining the ac tua,ter loca,tions and 
orientatilms. This aspect Gf the configuration is treated in de-tail in vGlume III of this final report. 
FGr the purpGses Gf implementing a simulatiGn of the total Grbiter-pallet-suspension dynamics with detailed shockmounted DIG 
models, a cluster configuration was required prier to comple,tion 
of the hardware s,tud.ies. Since orientation is nOlt a critical prob-lem within the scope of the Gverall study, a representative con-figt:lration was selected for use in the simulation s,tudies. 
;; £ j Ai:;i4.6 \; Xl 2. ; 
The simplest a'l:rangement for any number of GMGs would be an in-line configu,ration with the output axes of all the actua,tors 
aligned, leading alsG to a relative simple GMG contrGl law (gimbal stee.ring law). However, placement in this orientation would require that the initial c,mditi,ms 0n the gimbal angles would have tG vary in each actua.tor to avoid starting with all wheel momentum vectors 
aligned (a singularity conditiGn, actually a saturatiGn). In order to aVGid this prGblem while re,taining a simple configuration, a 
rGtated in-line configuratiGn was selected in which each CMG is 
rotated by mr/2, n=0,1,2,3 abGut the base X axis as shG= in fig-
ure 6-2. This configuration is also a wo'rs-t case in the sense of qualitative acl:uatGr bandwidth since Gperation will be near zero gimbal angles fGr all GMG" . 
6.6 DIG Cqntrol L"w - Hith the selectiGn of an acl:uator clus-ter cGl!lfiguration tG be utilized in the simulatiGn study Gf the floated pallet, it- is necessary tG derive a GMG cGotrol law which 
will generate a "e~ Gf gimbal ral:e commands that will result in a CMC cluster tGrq,ue Gut put equal tG the desired cGmmand tGrque. FGr the purposes of this s-tudy there is no requirement to include sin-gula'rity avoidance logic and failure mode altera'tions to the -basic CMG cGntrol law, hGwever, these items could easily be added to the law derived in this section. 
The CMG c.o11.trGl law to be used is a pseudo-inverse law which is Gptimized and decQupled and must be implemented digitally. The 
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The pseudo~inverse steering law will be derived under the 
assumptions that all wheel momenta are equal and that the pallet is inertially held, i.e., all pallet rates are assumed zero. With 
























For each actuator the transformations from output (P'j) to outer gim-bal (Cj) and <JUrter gimbal to inner gimbal (Aj) coordinates are: 
coso3j sin0 3j 0 
[clp'jJ= -sin03j coso 3j 0 (6-5) 
Q I!l 1 
1 0 (r) 
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where the 
outer) of 
gimbal angle 6ij refers to 
the jth CMG (j=l,2,3,4). 
the ith gimbal (i=l inner, i=3 
the 
the 
With the assumption of small vehicle rates and ideal actuators, 
total angular. rate ap\?lied to the wheel of the j th GlIG is due to 




->- • (6-7) WAj= D +[A/Cj] a = o3j sin<Slj 
• 8),cosc i , a °3j J J 
-+ T In the inner gimbal space the wheel momentum HAj=(D,h,O) and the 
external torque applied to the wheel is the inertial derivative of 
->-
HAj" 
The individual CMG control torque is 






simply the negative of the 
Transforming to the (lMG 
-8ljSinOljSin03j+.53jCOSOljCOS03j 
8ljSin<SlJ,cos03 ,+.53 ,COSOlj sin03 , J J J 
-.5ljcoso lj 
The total control torque exerted on the pallet by the CUG cluster re-
selved i1l!to pallet coordinates is then: 
(6-9) 
• • 
























-sino118in031 -sino12sin032 -sino13sin033 -sino14sin034 
(A]@ sino11cos0 31 coso12 -sino13cos033 -coso14 (6-13) 
-COSo 11 sino12cos032 coso13 -sino14cos0 34 
[°0""°:"'" coso12 cos0 32 CQS013cos033 COS014 CQS034 (B]@ 0 
-coso13sino33 0 (6-14) 
coso11Sl.no31 
I 0 coso12sin032 @ -coso14sino34 L 
In order to derive the contrQ1 law it is necessary to find the gimbal 
-> rate commands 61C and 63C such 
to the cQmmand torque 'f~ while 
tha t t:he con trQ1 tQrque TCp is equal 
minimizing the generated cQmmand rates. 
This can be done by selecting a performance index P which is the sum 
of the squares ef the ra:te connna-nds! 
1 4 
p= 2" 2: (6-15) 
i=l 
where the' indicates the vector dot product (inner prQduct). The cQnstraint is simply: 
-> -> T -T'=@ CP C (6-16) 
The QPtimizatiQn is carried out by using t:he Lagrange multiplier 
-> T 
"=("1'''2'''3) • Forming t:he Lagrangian adJoint "'quatiQn using equa-
tiQns 6-14, 6-15, and 6-1.6: 
-)- -+ +, ) L=P-"· (T -T CP C 
. . .. . 
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, 
aL To minimize L, the partial derivatives --.--, 
a61C 
aL and -- are set 
at 
to zero, resulting in 11 equations in the 11 unknowns (461iC ' 46 3iC ' and 3),.). The notation of the derivative of the scalar function L ~ 
with respect to a vector is understood to be the vector whose com-ponents are the derivatives of L with respect to the vector components, 
i.e., for any -,,', aL ~(aL aL lb-.-)T a~ ()cx1 ' ocx2'····, Clan· 
The derivatives are reasonably straightforward perhaps with the 
. 
exception a + -J: of the form --o.-[C] 0 .C) 
. ~ 
where [C]=[A] for i-I and [B] 
a6iC 






• I ~(t'[C]5iC)=: C12Al+C22A2+C32A3 =[C]Tt 
05iC I C13Al+C23A2+C33A3 l (.14 Al +C 24 A 2 +C 34 A 3 
where the superscript T indicates the transposed matrix. Thus, 
aL';' T?-
























Substi.tuting 6-18 and 6-19 into 6-20: 
T~=H[A]ll[A]Tt+H[B]Ii[ll]Tt 
=U2{[A] [A]T+[B] [B]T}t (6-21) 
Defining: [G]~[A][A]T+[ll][B]T (6-22) 
[G] is a 3x3 matrix and is synunetric by examination of equation 6-22, 
->-further, since it is square, equati<m 6-21 can be solved for ).: 
(6-23) 
Finally, substituting into equations 6-18 and 6-19 and rearranging: 
i = ±[A]T[G]-lT' lC Ii C (6-24) 
i = l[B]T[G]-lT' 3C Ii C (6-25) 
In summary, the CMG control law must be implemented digitally. The gimbal angle state is required to form the matrices [A] and [B] 
as defined in equations 6-13 and 6-14, respectively. The matrix [G] 
is formed using equation 6-22. Then, 
the gimbal rate £ommands are computed 
->-given the command torque Tb' 
from equations 6-24 and 6-25. 
It should be noted that the basic steering law presented in this pa'ragraph can easily be altered for changes in CMG mounting 
arrangements. Once a cluster configuration has been defined, the 
output to pallet transformations can be determined and these will 
rtoplace equations 6-1 through 6-4. These new trans£ormations are 
used in equation 6-9 to generate new forms of the matrice.s [A] and [B] and the balance of the computation remains as given above. 







































7. CONTROL MOMENT GYRO (CMG) MODEL 
The CMG used in this study is the Skylab Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM) CMG. The unique aspect of this study, when compared to pre-vious studies utilizing the ATM CMG model, is that the CMG is at-tached to the floated pallet through shockmount isolators. In pre-
vious studies associated with the ATM CMG, the CMG is considered to be rigidly mounted to the vehicle. Also in previous studies vehicle rates have been considered small when compared to CMG gimbal rates, therefore CMG base rates were assumed to be zero. 
Since in the present study the base of the CMG is mounted on springs, the base rates have values ccmparable to the gimbal rates . 
The primary purpose of developing a CMG model for this study 
... is to determine how the CMG base rates (Wb), caused by shockmount 
dynamics, change the six-mass CMG dynamic model. 
7.1 Compliances - All structures of the CMG are considered to be rigid with the exception 0f the gear train c0mpliance and the compliance between the inner gimbal and the CMG r0t0r. 
7.2 Sh0ckmount - The CMG is mQlInted on shockmounts a10ng each axis. The purp0se of this shockm0Ullt system is to isolate the high frequency vibra'tions within the CMG from reaching the pallet. These shockmoun,ts have a bandwid,th 0f 20 Hz with a damping ratio of 0.15. Effect of these springs on the CMG system will be to lower the banc!-width of the CMG. This will require that t:he CHG/shockmount sye _'" be freq.uency compensated to increase the bandwidth of the overal..t CMG/shockmount system. 
7.3 CHG Friction - The CMG fricti0n is modeled classically to switch between static (stiction) and nmning (coulomb) friction. 
Ideally, this switch occurs whenever the motor rate .5 _ (i=1,3) or ml. gimbal rate 8. is driven to 0r away fr0m a zer0 value. The f0llowing 1. 
discussion pertains to inner gimbal bearing friction, however, inner gimbal t0rque motor friction, outer gimbal torque m0t0r friction, 
and 0uter gimbal bearing friction are similer. The fricti0n torque Tf 1 (see figure 10-2) is equal to the static level T 1 during -g sg 
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During stiction, the friction torque Tf l~'£ 1 achieves what-g sg 
eve.r ins·tantaneous value is required to maintain the inner gimbal 
fixed relative to the outer gimbal, i. e., ,\=0, so long as this 












inertial ilmer gimbal angular rate abQu.t inner gimbal 
x axis 
= inertial outer gimbal angular rate abQut inner gimbal 
x axis 
The torque required to maintain this condition is therefore obtained as fQIIQws: 
where 
-T ~T -T -J W sgl gl wx all cx 
Tgl = inner gimbal gear train Qutput torque 
T == wheel momentum r:eaction torque a:bout inner gimbal x axis wx 
inertia of inner gimbal and motor rotor assembly about inner gimbal x axis 
As a practical matter, each CMG friction model was implemented on the analQ!> portiQn OlIO the hybrid cQmpu'ter as shown in figure 10-2. The friction torque Tfgl switches frQm a running cQnditi<lll to a 
static condition whenever 
and 
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where £ is a small value sli~htly larger than the nQise level of the g 
computer. Once in a static. condition, the friction torque Tfg1 switch-
es to a running level only when 
11' ll>s sn g 
This insu'l:es that only the required breakaway tQrque will initiate a 
running condition and not 8
1 noise. 
and tested continuously- in order to 
sians. 
The value for l' 1 is mQnitored sg 
implement these switching dec i-
Rather than feed Tfgl=Tsgl to the inner gimbal inertia integratQr 
during stiction, and thus intrQduce the possibilit:y Qf drift between inertial inner and Quter gimbal angular rates, the inner gimbal in-
ertial ra·te w is fQrced t:o equal w (i. e., 81=0) by disabling the ax ex inner gimbal integrat:Qr and causing the initial conditim, to equal w at any instant of time. Once switc.hing to the running condi-ex 
tiQn has Qccu'l:red, the integrator is then freed tQ fQllQW the input 
T -1' +1' =T -1' +T gl wx fgl gl wx Rgl 
Furthermo:re to avoid gear train stiffness integrator drift, the gear t:rain stiffness integratQr is placed in ]wld when both mQto·r and gim-bal are stuck. 
Finally, to avoid an algeb"aic lQ"p in implementing the outer gimbal static frictiQn, the follQwing calculation is made. The e~pression for T 3 is 
sg 
where 
l' 3=-T 3+co l T +J'33~b sg g wz C z 
T = Quter gimbal static frictiQn tQrque sg3 
J' 
c33 
Quter gimbal :;;ear train Qut:put tQrque 
wheel :iH:>mentum re-actiont0rque about inner gimbal z 
axis 




































= inertial CMG base angular rate about outer gimbal 
z axis 
can be evalua'ted fr0m the z axis base equation of motion as 
w =-bz 
_1_(T +T +T ) J b33 g3 sg3 pz 
Jb33 = CMG base inertia about base z axis 
T = torque exerteo on pallet about CMG base z axis p'z 
Substituting into t:he expression for T ana solving for T gives sg3 sg3 
T =-T 
sg3 g3 coso T ' 1 wz 
This expression for T 3 is useo in the friction logic on a continu-sg 
ous basis, ana is also substituteo for Tfg3 in the shockmouut oynamics 
ouring outer gimbal stiction. 
7.4 Cooroir,ateSystems - There are five coordinate systems used t:o define the shockmounteo CMG: 1) the wheel ,,,,ordinate frame (W-space), 2) inner gimbal coordinate frame (A-space), 3) ou,ter gimbal c00roinate frame (C-space), 4) CHG base coordinate frame (B-space), ana 5) the pallet end of the si",cklll(>unt (P' -space) • Figure 7-1 Sh0WS t:he general relati0nship of these five coordinate systems. When both CMG gimbal angles (01'03) are i!l the zero positi0n and the tWQ spring 
equivalent systems (y., 8S ') are in ,the relaxed state, then all five 1. 1. 
sys.tems are aligneo. 
Each of the systems are discussed below with the appropriate transforma'tiQns defined. 
7.4.1 Wh",el CQQrdinateSYst"", O,-§pace) - The wheel cQQrdinate frame is fixed in the rotor of theCMG. the spin vec!:or Qf the 
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7.4.2 Inner Gimbal Coordinate System (A-space) - This coor-dinate sys'cem is fixed in the inner gimbal frame of the CMG. The system is defined with the x axis along the axis of the inner gim-bal torquer, the y axis along the spin vector of the rotor and the 
z axis completing t:he right-hand system. 
Compliance springs (y,) provide the connection between the ~ 
rot:or and t:he inner gimbal. These sp'rings provide supjJort along t:he X and z axis only with the rotor free to spin about the y axis. Deflection about the x axis is defined as Yl and deflecti0n about 
the z axis is defined by Y3' Deflections are considered to be 
small an!;le and the transformation from A-space to W-space is given by equation 7-1. 
1 Y3 0 I 0 0 
[ T l~ 
-Y I YI '" 
0 I 0 w a 3 
0 
-Y 1 1 0 0 1 
(7-1) 
7.4.3 Outer Gimbal Coordina,te System (C-space) .• This system is fixed in the oute'r gimbal defined with the x axis through the inner gimbal torquer. the z axis th'rough the ou,ter gimbal torquer, and t:he y axis completing the right-hand coordinate system. The inner gimbal (A-space) and outer gimbal (C-space) atee rela,ted by the rotation of the inner gimbal thr0ugh the angle ,\. Equati0n 
7-2 gives the transf0rmation from C-space to A-space. 
I 0 0 
[ T J~ I!l ,C0S'\ Sinal a c (7-2) 
0 
-sin,\ casal 
7.4.4 Ba,se c,,,o'rdina,teSyst,,m (B-spae,,) ~ The base system is fixed in the CMG'base with the z axis a10ng the cent:erline 0eE the 0uter gimbal t0rquer. The base is related to the 0uter gimbal sys-t:em through the r0tati0n of the 0ute'r gimbal through the angle 0 . 
3 When "3~O, the base (B) and 0uter gimbal (C) systems are aligned. 




















\ ) I 
I 
cos03 sin03 0 
[ r l~ 
c b -sin03 cos03 Q (7-3) 
0 0 1 
7.4.5 Shoc:kmount Coerdinate System (P'-space) - The shockmount c00rdinate system is fixed on the pallet end of the shockmoun,t. This system is related to the pallet system (P-space) by the transf0rma-tion defined in section 6.6. Als0 this system is esseatially aligned with the base system, displaced only by the small angle 8 rotations. EqClation 7-4 gives the transfermatien from the P'-space to B-space. 
1 8 
-8 1 Q 0 z y 
[bTp,J~ -8 1 8 ::: 0 1 0 (7-4) z x 
8 -6 1 0 0 1 y x 
7.5 CMG Llyn'!ll)ic.l;i - Llynamic eqCla,ti0ns are written fer the reter (y-dynamics), inner gimbal, O<Lter gimbal, and CHG base. These equa-tiens are Clsed te develep the CMG rate l0eps and the te, ,-:ue output 
exerted on the pallet from the CMG. All product of rate terms are considered to be small and are not used throughout the development & 
7.5.1 I,mer Gimpal/Retor Compliance (y) Bynamics - In this sec-tion the equartions are developed which relate the rotor (I<l-space) dynamic.s to the inner gimbal a The angular momen,tum 0.£ the rot0r + (li ) wri t ten in W-s pace is r 
+ 
J d 






J (w +w) 
r wy s 
J w d wz 
(7-5) 
whe:re J
d and J are the moments 0f inertia of the rotor about a dia~ ,- r + 
meter and the spin axis, respectively, w is the inertial rate of the 
w + wheel f'fame and W is the spin rate of the rotor. Torque (T ) s w exerted- onto the wheel frame written in W-space is 
7-7 
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All pr"duct "f rate terms have been neglected because t"rques from this S0u-rce a-re small c0mpared to the gyrosc0pic tDrques. 
->-Torques exerted onto the wheel frame (i.e., Twi; i=x,y,z) are 
from the y c"mpliance s'prings and are 
T 
-KYlYI-i3YIYI wx 
• T = 
-Ky2Y2-SY2Y2 (7-7) wy 
T ~KY3Y3~(3Y3Y3 wz 
where y. is the displacement between the wheel frame and the inner ~ 
gimbal frame, and 
YI W -w wx ax 
• 
(7-8) Y2 = W -w wy ay 
• 
Y3 W -w wz az 
where W • is the inertial rate lOT the inner gimbal. Fr"m equati"ns al 
7-6 and 7-7, the f"ll"wing relationship exists 
Jd~WX=-KYIYI-i3YIYI+HrWwz 
Jd~wz=-KY3Y3-(3Y3Y3-HrWwx 
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-+ 7.5.2 Lnner Gimpal Dynamies - Angular momentum (II ) of the 
a inner gimbal written in A-space is 
J
aU 0 0 J w all ax 
-+ 
-+ H = 0 J
a22 0 w J w (7-9) a a a22 ay 
0 0 J
a33 J w a33 az 
where J . are the principal axis inertial terms for the inner gimbal. a~ 
The inner gimbal dynamic equation written in A-space is 
-+ 
-+ dH 
T = ~ +i:i xii 
ext dt a a 
-+ 
where T is the sum of all external torques acting on the ~nner ex,,=-
gimbaL Ext·"rnal torques acting on the inner gimbal consist of 
-> t.wo components, the torque exerted by the outer gimbal (T ) onto 
a the inner gimbal and the torques exerted from the wheel frame onto the inner gimbal. This second torque will be the negative of the 















· J w 
all ax 
• J w 
a22 ay (7-10) 
• J w a33 az 
neglected. 
7.5.3 Outer Gimbal Dynamics - Equations representing the outer gimbal dynamics are developed in a similar manner as those for the 
inner gilDbal. -+ External torques aeting on the oUIter gimbal are T 
c (t.orques fram the base onto the outer gimbal) and the reacti(m 
-+ torques fram the inner gimbal -T transformed to C-space. a 
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the principal axis 
0 J W 
cll cx 
->-0 W = J W 
c c22 cy 
J
c33 J W c33 cz 
inertia terms for 
and W is the inertial rate Qf the Quter gimbal. a 
(7-11) 
the outer gimbal 
Again, neglecting prQduct Qf rate terms and writing the Quter 
gimbal dynamic equatiQn in C-space 
+ 
-+ -+ dUe ~ +.., 
T -[ T ]T = - +w xH = 








~ NQw, writing the inner gimbal inertial rate (w ) in terms Qf 0uter 
a 










w =[ T 1 




















Now by taking the dei'ivative 0f equati0n 1~13 aeain neglecting prQ-
duct Qf rate terms 
~_ _ l I t\ 1 __________________ _ 























































• W 1 (i) 0 W +01 ax ex 
0 Cal Sal • W = W ay cy (7-14) 
. 
• 
LWaz 0 -5°1 C'\ W cz 
substituting equa.tien 7-14 into equation 7-10, and then 7-10 into 7-12, produces the dynamic equation for the outer gimbal written in C-space. 
T 1 0 0 T ex wx 
T (j) c'\ -so T + cy 1 rns 
T (i) Sal COl T cz wz 
Equation 7-15 reduces to 
T 1 0 (j) T ex wx 
JaIl 0 0 1 
0 J
aZ2 0 0 
0 0 J 
a33 0 
J~l1 0 0 
0 0 
COl 5°1 





















-5'\ J~22 T Q (j) '" Q 0 W + Q (7-16) cy cy 
• J~33 T 0 5°1 COl T (') 0 W 0 cz wz cz 
where Tms (t0rque about rotor spin axis) and (Ja22-Ja33) are c0nsidered 
small and 
J~l1=Jc11+Ja11 
,_ 1( ) J c22-J,,22+ 2 Ja22+Ja33 



































-> 7.5.4 CMG Base Dynamics - Angular momentum (11,) of the base 
writ ten j.n base space is 
J bll 0 0 JbllWbx 
->-
->-
(7-17) H = (:) J b22 0 W = Jb22Wby b b 
0 0 Jb33 Jb33Wbz 
->-
where wb is the inertial rate Qf the base frame, and J
bii 
are the 
principal axis inertia terms of the base. 
Writing the base dynamic equation in B-space 
->-
->- ->- dHb ->-->-Tb-[.bT ]T = -d- +wbxH c ct b 
->-
where Tb is the torque exerted on the base by the shockmount springs 
->-
and -[bT]T is the reaction torque from t:he outer gimbal Qnto the c c 
base expressed in B-space. This equation readily reduc.es to 
c03 -so 
• T (:) T Jbllwbx bx 3 cx 
• Tby s03 c03 (i) T :::: Jb2ZWby (7-18) cy 
• Tbz (i) Q 1 T +T Jb33wbz g3 fg3 
and the Quter gimbal acceleratiQn is relal:ed to base acceleration by 
• 
c03 so (:) w w cx 3 bx 
w 
-so c03 Q wbl. (7-19) cy 3 
w Q Q 1 ~bz +03 cz 
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7.5.4.1 Base Rate About the z-Axis - Base rate about the z-axis (wbz ) is obtained directly from equation 7-18 since all torques are 
readily available. 
and 
Tbz is the torque exexted on the base by the shockmount spring 
Tg3+Tfg3 is the resultant torque generated by the outer gimbal 
torquer. Since both of these torques are known and act directly 
along the base z axis, the following relationship is written 
and wbz and wbz are obtained directly as shown in figure 7-3. 
7.5.4.2 
x (wbx) and y 
Base Rate About the x and y Axes - Base rates abou~ (wb ) axes is not obtained as easily as was wb . T Y z ex and T in equation 7-18 must be obtained by combining equations cy 
7-16 through 7-19 as follows 
Tbx e03 -so 0 1 0 0 T 3 wx 
T by s03 c03 0 Q Cal -so 1 0 
T 0 '0 1 Q Sal COl .T bz wz 
';.0 ..., 
• J~ll 0 0 c03 s03 0 wbx JanOI JbUwbx 
::: 
· 
+ 0 J~22 0 -so c03 ID Wby, + 0 Jb22Wby 3 
• • 0 ID J~33. 0 ID 1 wbz+03 0 J b33Wbz 
Expanding equation 7-20 gives 
Tbx co3T +sOls03T wx wz Wbx J allC0 3'\ 
.. 
Tby so T -so co T 3wx 13wz ::: [J' ] Wby + J allSG 301 (7-21) 
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and 
Jil Jiz Ji3 
[J' ]; J~l J~2 JiJ 
J:il J 32 J 33 
Jil;Jbll+ t(J~11+i~22)+ ~(J~11-J~22)C283 
1 Ji2;JZl; 2(J~11-J~22)s283 
J' ;J' ;J' ;J' ;0 13 23 31 32 
JZ2;Jb22+ t(J~1l+J~22)- t(J~1l-J~22)C283 






For the purposes "f this study, Ji2 (therefore J~l) is c""sidered 

















I )" , ' I c-l 
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o Therefore equation 7-22 can be solved directly for wbx and Why' Figure 7-4 gives t:he block diagram showing the solution of equa-t:ion 7-22. 
7.5.5 Shockmqunt Dynamics - Shockmount spring st:iffness Ksi 
and damping D . have been chosen t<> give a nat:ural. frequency of s~ 
approximately 20 Hz with a damping of 0.15. Since the rotation of the shockmount: syst:em is small angle, the torque exerted on the pallet via t:he shockmount is given as 
Tp ,.=KS ·0.+DS·8. 1. ·11. J.1. (7-23) 
->- ->-
where and wb and wp are the inertial rat:e of t:he eMG base 
"nd p;,llet, respectively. 
The torque exerted on t:he base (Tb .) v.'.a the shockmount is ~ 
the negative of equa,tion 7-23, therefore both torques are generated as shown in figure 7-5. ->-Also, since the pullet: rate is small com-
o ->-pared co the base rate, e",wb • 
7.6 CHG/ShockmouI)t Dynamic Model - The entire C~IG/dynamic 
shockmount model as simulat:ed fo,r this study is shown in section 10 (figure 10-2). The tachomet:er loop and the motor gear train 
model is shown in figure 7-6 as established in previous studies (references 4 and 5). Some simplifications have been made to con-
serve C0mpute·r space, however, these simplifications have no effect for purposes of this study. Figure 7-6 shows the tachometer loop inclt:lding voltage limiters, -current limiters, and t0rque limiters which were nil t included in the simulation model. Signal levels in this s,t:udy were below t:hose of these limit:ers, therefore these limit:ers along with the back emf gain (~l) were eliminated from 
the simulation model (figure 10-1). 
Effects of the CMr. being shockmounted are evident in figure 10-2. Outer gimbal rates are related to base ra,tes by equation 7-~4 
W e03 S03 0 wbx r0 cx W = -S0 e03 0 W 
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Figure 7-·6. caG Rate L""p 
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• whieh says that if wb~O, then w ~w ~O and w ~o3' Therefore, cx cy cz 
applying these simplifications to figure 10-2 shows the effect of base rates being nou .... zer0. 
7.7 CMG Fr"quency Resp(>use - Studies have been made in which the Sky1ab ATM CMt; was determined to have a bandwidth of approximately 30 radians per second. When the CHG is mounted se that the base is free t" meve, the effect is to lower the ba"dwidth of the tot~l_ "ys-tern (1. e., terque eut to torque input) where torque output is now 
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8. CMG-PALLET CONTROL LOOP STUBIES 
The objective of the control loep studies is the specifica-tion ef analytically determined rate, position, and position in-tegral gains in the vehicle control law such that the pallet control loop is stable, has the required 2 Hz bandwidth, and such that the pallet can meet: the pointing accuracy requirements. In addition a eompensa;tion network analysis is performed to insure that the 
above requirements can be met when the specified CMGs acre placed in the control loep. 
While the analyses of this section are based on a nominal 2 Hz pallet control loop, the definition of gains for other bandwidths parallels these deriva,tions. Indeed, gains were derived for several bandwid,ths above and below the nominal for 
use in the simulation study which is discussed in section 10 
of this volume. 
8.1 Vehicle Contrel Law - The func tion ef the vehicl .. , cen-
+ trol law is te compute a CMG torque command T from sensed body 10 
motion that will cempensate for unwanted vehicle metien caused by disturbance torques ac,ting on the vehicle. The vehicle contrel law is alse used to generate terque commands required to implement 
vehicle maneuvers or attitude effsets. The specified vehicl" cen-trel law is a standard rate plus pesitien plus pesitien integral law which in complete form would be: 
where the gain 
+ 
vecters wD and 
which would be 
matrices [KR], [Kpl, and [rs,I l are diagonal, the + 0J!) a;re the desired vehicle rates and positions 
+ + ohtained from maneuver c(:Jnltrol logic, wand e are 
+ the sensed vehicle rates and positions and E represents any small 
angle a;ttitude offset command, e.g., a CMG desaturation maneuver. 
Since the scope of this stndy incltldes ,mly pointing perfer-
mance, all mane1:lver G.0Rsid'erations will be ignored, thus in par-
+ + ticular wn and E will be defined to be zero. During any period of 
inertial pointing- the control axes will be held in some constant 
relationship to a set of references or ideal poiRting axes. For tile purpeses of this study this relationship can be assumed an 



























I' 'I , 
Finally~ since perfect sensors are assumed for the purpeses of this study, the sensed rate is simply the actual rotation rate of the pallet about any axis. Fu>::the>:: since only small angle >::otations are under consideration the position and position integral about each axis can be obtained by dire~t integration of the rate about tha,t 
axis, thus identifying ~ as 0p' the control law becomes: 
• • • ±c=-[~18p-[~lJ 8pdt-[~I1JJ 8pdt 
In terms of the Laplace operator s this becomes on a per axis basis: 
or, i=x,y"z (8-1) 
8.2 CMG-Pallet C!')ntrol LQop - For the pllrposes of this study it is assumed that the pallet is an independent body unde>:: the Con-trol of the CMG cluster, i. e., the shuttle dynamics are ignored 
except as they affect the palle·t as disturbance torques applied through the suspension system. Since the pallet products of inertia are quite small as compa>::ed with the moments of inertia about the control axes they are neglected making possible linea,r single-axis 
control loop studies. "'1der these assumptions and the additi,mal 
assump,tion tha,t the CMG c:.uster Sh0WS minimal cr0ss-axis t0rque Qut.,. pUit, the basic control loop fa>:: each pallet axis is as shown in fig-ure 8-1, where the negative sign occurring in the vehiele control law (equation 8-1) has been carried around the loop to the summing juncti"n where the disturbance torque TD is applied. The subscript 
i representing the axis unde>:: consideration will not be used ill the succeeding paragraphs for simplicity in notation. The disturbance torque TEl acting on the pallet arises from torques appl.ied by the 
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Figu.re 8~1. CHG~Pal1et LiHearized C0utr01 L00p 
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hand, torques due to crew motion are of relatively high frequency 
and will be filtered both by the shuttle dynamics and the suspension characteristics before acting on the pallet. The vehicle control law Gl(s) is the rate plus position plus position integral law de-
scribed in sec cion 8.1. The CMG torque transfer function is de-fined as C(s) and will be discussed in section 8.4. The compensa-tion G (s) is discussed in the following sections, 8.5 and 8.6. c 
8.3 Allalysis With Ideal CMG - In order to make an initial determination of the loop gains it will be assumed that the CMG transfer C(s)=l. The compensation Gc(s) is thus also unity and 
the open loop transfer from figure 8-1 is thus: 
The design approach to be followed is to determine the rate and posi-tion gains Y'R and ~, i.e., setting ~I=0, with the constraints of a 
2 Hz closed loop bandwidth and .707 d'amping on the dominant roots, then to add the position integral gain ~I determining its valtle 
such that the bandwidth and damping are not significantly affected. 
8.3.1 Beterminatipn of Rate and Position Gains - Setting the position in_egral gain ~I to zero, the open lo"p transfer :1.s: 
Definin.g: 
G(s) then becomes 
G(s) = _1 (K..+ _~)= _~ _8+--;~;-/~-,,-







The characteristic equeti<m "f the loop is: 
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It is evident from equation 8-5 that the system is stable for all R>O and a~O. The root locus plot of equation 8-5 is given in fig-ure 8-2, showing the double pole at the origin and the zero at -a. For values of R<4a, the locus is a circle of radius a centered at the open loop zero, and the locus is on the negative real axis to the left 0f the zero f0r R>4a. 
F0r l00p damping ,=.707, the angle 8 is 45° and the desired 
root is directly above the zero at -a for which s=-a+ja. The gain R at that point can be determined in several ways, the most d:Lrect being from the magnitude requirement: 
=1", s=-a+ja 
or, R=2a 






By definition, the bandwidth wB is that frequency a,1: which the closed 
loo!, log magnil:ude passes through -3 db or, 
From equation 8-7: 


















































































Since Rand wB are both real, the upper sign must be used and for 





Substituting these values into equa,tion 8-7 then gives: 
1+8/4.3173 ~ __ -=":";'-!-2:==-~ __ (8-14) 
1+ {2s/6.l056+(s/6.l056)2 
Equa,tion 8-14 explicitly shows the dominant rowt damping of -IZ/2=. 707 ••• in the closed loop transfer and further chat the transfer includes a lead term at w=4.3l73 radians and the quadratic lag at 6.1056 radians. The bandwid,th by derivation is wB=41T=12.566 radians. 
8.3.2 Determination of l'osition Integral Gain - To determine the pOSition integral gain ~I we now return to the complete vehicle con-
trol law with: 
8-7 















The open loop transfer is thus: 
KR s2+S~/KR+~I/~ G(s)= -J --~-;;3~~---'" 
s 
2 




where R and a are as defined in equations 8-2 and 8-3 and: 









which for b=O reduces to equation 8-5. Forming the Routh array for equation 8-17: 
" 1 Ra s 
2 R Rb s 
1 Ra-b 0 s 
0 Rb 0 s 
The Routh-Hurwitz stability criterion requires that no sign changes 
,occur in the first column of the array, thus the al10wab1e values of bare: 
O<b<Ra 
0r, 0<b<37.278 
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In order to evaluate the effect of adding the position integral gain, 
the magnitude of the transfer function 8-21 is evaluated for various 
values of b at the desired bandwidth frequency of 2 Hz (41f radians) 
using the values of R and a previously derived. 
It is evident from examination of table 8-1 that the addition 
of the position integral gain has only a minimal effect on the log-
arithmic gain of the closed loop transfer, i.e., the bandwidth wB 
is a very weak function of b. Indeed, for a selection of b=2, the 
gain is down only .005 db from the desired -3.01 db at w=4rr. To 
determine the effect on the dominant root damping the values of R 
and a from ',quations 8-12 and 8-13 along with the values of b fr0m 
table 8-1 a1:e substituted into equation 8-20. The resulting cubic 
in ehe denominator can be factored as can the quadratic numerator 
yielding the critical frequencies of the transfer function shown 
in table 8-2. 
Examination of table 8-2 shows that the effect of adding the 
position in.tegral gain is twofold: 1) a l.ag-lead factor pair is 
superimposed on the basic rate plus position control law, and 2) 
the lead and quadratic lag critical frequencies are decreased with 
increasing K}>I' The dominant root damping is little affected by 
the position integral gain, however, as b increases the location~' 
of the p0sition integral lag-lead pole zero pair diverge and the 
resonant peak resulting from the positi0n gain lead and the posi·· 
tion integral lead increases in magnitude. The selection of band 
thus KpI is necessarily qualitative, h0wever, a value of 2 seems a 
good c0mpromise sh0wing alm0st n0 alteraticm in either bandwidth 
or dominant r00t damping and virtually n0 change in the closed loop 
response of the system as can be seen in figure 8-3 which shows the 
Glosed l00p Bode plot f0r b=O and G=2. Utilizing the pallet inertia 
data from section 3, the preliminary design values of R, a, and b, 
and equations 8-12, 8-13, and 8-16, t:he numerical values 0f ~, 
K}>' and K}>I for each vehicle axis can be determined for the 2 Hz 
loop. The deve10pment for 0ther bandwidths is similar ano is not 
presented here. Gain values for all bandwidths considered are 
given in table 10-3. 
8.4 CMG Characteristics - The Skylab ATM CMG has a banc!width 
of approxima.tely 30 radians per sec0nd when mouated 0n a rigid 
base. However, the bandwidth of the CMG is lower in this appli-
ca!tion since the CMG is mounted on shocks. Measuremen,ts made on 
the hybrid simulation sh0w the CMG can be approximated as a second 
order lag with a damping rat-io of 0.25 and a bandwidth of 20 rad/ 
sec over the fre'luency range of interest. More detailed analysis 
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Table 8-1. Clesed beep Gain a·t w=4" for Various l<1>I/~ (I<Leal CI1G) 















Table 8-2. Facto.rs of the Clesed Leep Transfer for Various l<1>I/"R (Ideal Cl1G) 
NllMERATOR DENOMINATOR 
s+4.3173 2 -
- s +8. 6346s+37. 278{(;=. 70711,w =6.1(56) 
n 
s+0.24515 2 s+0.24560 s+4.0717 s +8.38958+35.221«(;=.70681,w =5.9347) 
n 
s+0.52777 s+3.7'895 s+0.52271 2 s +8.1119s+33.038«(;=.70565,UJ =5.7479) n 
2 s+0,87033 s+3.4470 s+0.3·4363 s +7. 7910s+3(').705«(;=.70300,w =5.5412) 
" s+1.3464 s+2.9709 s+1. 2246 2 s +7.41nOs+28.207«(;=.69765,w =5.31(7) 
n 2 2 s +4. 3J:73s+5{(;=. 96538,w =2.23,61) s+1.6905 s +6. 9441s+25. 539«(;=.68704, w =5.(536) n 
n 
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8.5 LO<lp Stability Investigation - Stability analysis per-formed in this section is based on the assumption that the CMG can be appr"ximated by a sec"nd-"rder lag with a natural frequeney "f 13 rad/ sec (balldwid,th;20 rad/ sec) and a damping rati" of 0.25. In figure 8-1 the CMG is represented as C(s), the compensation network 
as Gc(s), and the control law as Gl(s). 
The contr"l analysis given in sec,ti"n 8.2 establishes the cri-teria for a system in which the CMG was assumed t" have a transfer functi"n of 1. Since the sh"ckmounted CMG has the characteristics described ab"ve, a pr"blem will exist which has n"t been c"nsidered in the secti"n 8.2 analysis. 
Writing the tra,nsfer functi"n of the CMG as: 
ci 
C (s); -""2 -~11--""'2 ' 
s +21;; w s-liD 
n n n 
where: 
the compensat0r as: 
and the c"ntr"l law as: 
G (s)=l c 
s+a G (s);R(-"-) 1 2 
s' 




the "pen 10"p transfer functi"n becomes: 
;37.3 (8-24) 
The Bode diagram "f, equati0n 8-24 is given in figure 8-4. It is evident fr0m the figure that the CMG has ehanged the s,table system described in secti0n 8.2.1 int0 an unstable system. Theref0re 
c0mpensa'ti"n will be required to make the l00p stable. C0mpensa-ti0n analysis is discussed in the f0110wing secti0n. 
f0r 
8.6 C"mpEln"a,ti0n Analysis - TW0 
the "0mpensat1"n mi.tW0rk, G (s). 
c 
8-12 
candidates were c0flstde"ed 
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G (s)= s+b d>b 
c s+d (8-25) 
and 
(8-26) 
The second 0rder compensa,t0r (equa,tion 8-26) is used in this study. This type c0mpensator is ch0sen so that the lead term o·f the com-pensator can be ch0sen as the recipr0cal of the sec0nd order lag characteristic of the CMG, and the compensa,tor lag can be D.7 damp-ed with an lJJ 0f Hl0 radians per second. n 
8.6.1 Combined CMG/Compensa,t0r System - Since the CMG can be appr0xima,ted by a sec0nd order lag 0ver the critical frequency rang" and a c0mpensator can be used as described in section 8.6, then the open loop transfer will again be described by equati0n 8-24. Now, h0wever, 1;=0.707 and lJJ =100 radians per sec0nd since the CMG lag n 
and c0mpensator lead cancel. Substituting these values into equa-ti0n 8-24, the open 100p transfer function is: 
G(s)=37.3 (1+s/4.3) 2 
1 ( 
-4 2) (8-27) 
s 1+.014s+10 s 
Figure 8-5 is a plot of 
generates a gain margin 
equa.tion 8-27 
(K ) 0f 24 db m 
and 
and 
shows tha·t this functi0n 
a phase margin (cj> ) of 
m 60 degrees. 
A r00t locus 
ti0n control law, 
by equation 8-26. 
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Figure 8-6. R00t L0CUS Biagram of I{ate Plus P0siti0n Control Loop, CMG~ ;?,ncl. Compens'at.0r 
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~n = 0.25, wn 13 rad/sec 
~l = 0.25, wI = 13 rad/sec 
~2 = .707, w2 = 100 rad/sec 
R = ~/J 
a = V~ 
Rearranging equation 8-28 and substituting values suitable for 
constructing a root locus diagram: 
T (s) 2 2 2 
CMG_._ =K (s+4.3) ( 13 ) <s +6.58+13 ) (: 2 1 2) (8-29) 
TE(S) 1 s2 s2+6.5s+132 132 s +140s+100 
where: 
Equation 8-29 shows the following pole and zero configuration 
exists. A double pole at the origin, poles at -3.25±j12.56, 
-70.7±j70.7 and zeros at s=-4.3, s=-3.25jj12.56. The one pole/ 
zero combination cancels, leaving the double pole at the origin 
and the zero at -4.3 essentially the same as described in figure 
8-2. The complex pole pair at s=-70+j70 has a locus which crosses 
the jw axis and approaches the asymptotes at ±600. 
The locus nea'r the origin will travel in a circular path. 
Therefore a value of gain (Kl ) will be chosen to put the closed 
loop roots on the 6=45° line to give 0.707 dominant root damping. 
This will give a set of closed loop roots at s=-4.6jj4.6 for a 
value of Kl =86,000. 
Bsing !:he assumption that thO' lead term of the compensator 
will nullify the CMG cha,racteristics, equation 8-29 reduces to 
(8-30) 
8-17 
The closed loop transfer function of this compensated system is: 
(8-31) 
Using previously chosen value of Kl , equation 8-31 becomes: 
K,(s+4.3) 
~ (8-32) 4 3 2 s +140s +lO,OOOs +86,000s+369,800 
The denOlminatOlr of equation 8-32 factors into the fOlur rOlOlts sa-4.6±j4.6 and s=-66.1+j66.1. TherefOlre both sets Olf closed loop roots have a damping rattOl of 0.707. Equation 8-33 gives the closed loop response in factOlred form. 
(8-33) 
A plOlt Olf equatiOln 8-33 will give the system closed lOlOlp respOlnse 
which is essentially the same as the sOllid lines Oln figure 8-3 over the frequency range of concern. 
8.6.2 Combined System With Integral Gain - The effects of adding intEgral gain to the rate plus pOlsitiOln contrOl I law using the ideal CMG was discussed in section 8.2.2 Adding integral gain tOl the 









Figur.e 8-7 is a root locus diagram of equation 8-34. This diagram is essentially the same as figure 8-6, however, there are now three poles at the origin and an additional zero on the real axis near the origin. One locus leaves the origin and goes to the real zero near the origin. The other travels into the right half plane, then cross the jW axis and travel in the left half plane in a near circular locus. It is evident that the system would be unstable for a low 
or high value of Kl , but if a value of K1~86,DOO is chosen, the 
closed loop roots are found to be at 6=-0.525, s=-4.D5ij4.D5, and s=-65. 6±i 65.6. 
The closed loop transfer function is: 
Kl (s+D.53) (s+3.77) =--------~------~~----------2 2 (s+o.525)(8 +8.19+33)(s +131s+8,596) 
(8-35) 
The two second order roots in equation 8-35 have a damping ratio of 0.7 and the plot of equation 8-35 is essentially that given by the dotted line in figure 8-3 over the 2 Hz bandwidth of interest. 
8.7 Pointing Error Estimation - The pointing error can be estimated by assuming an ideal CMG. Considering the control law only, pallet position (8) is given as a function of disturbing torque (Tn) by equation 8-36. 
(8-36) 
It has been established in section 5 that the major disturbances 
can be approximated by a step input with a magnitude of 15 n-m 
about the y and z axes. Applying the final value theorem 
1im8(t)=lim s 8(s) 
t~ 8+0 
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Figure 8-7. Root Locus of Compensated CtlG lVith Rate, 
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which says that the pointing error should be equal to zero for a 
step disturbance input when position integral is used in the con-
trol law. 
The preceding analysis is valid for linear systems, howlwer, 
there are non1inearities present in the system which will cause 
pointing errors. These po;,nting errors will appear as limit 
cycles caused primarily by CMG friction. Results showing these 
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9. VEHICLE DYNAMIC MODEL 
In order to study the pointing perfonnance realizable with the floated pallet under the control of the recommended CMG actuator 
cluster, it is necessary to formulate a model of the pallet/suspen-sion/orbiter dynamics to be used in conjunction with the CHG model developed in section 7. Since only pointing performance is to be investigated, the vehicle is essentially in an inertially held atti-tude, therefore a primary assumption used throughout this section is that all angular motions are very small, allowing the small angle transf-ormation to be used. 
Separate rotational dynamics are developed for the pallet and orbiter, along with relative translation. Disturbance torques and fo,rces and gravity gradient torques act on both bodies, the CMG 
control torques act directly on the pallet, and forces and torques generated by the action of the suspension system act on both bodies. 
The total simulation will include the digital CHG c<mtrol law developed in section 6.6, feur of the CHG medels as given in section 7, and the vehicle dynamic medel of this sectien. The. pallet angular rates are picked off and processed threugh the vehicle contrel law d'iscussed in secti0n 8, in 0rder to generate torque cmnmands for use in the CHG centre I law. 
9.1 Reselution of CMG Centrel Torques - Altheugh the control terque acting on the pallet is physically enly an input to the dy-
namics of the cembined vehicle, the reselution ef the terques from the individual actua,ters into a single torque vecter is necessary, 
and conveniently discussed at this point. Given the eutp1.1lo torque 
... ef the ith actuater as defined in equatien 7-23 as Tp ' i ' and using the CMG e1.1t1'ut 100 pallet Ioransferma,tions ef equations 6-1 threugh 
... 6-4, the centzel torque TCp acting on the pallet reselved into pal-
let coordinates is: 
-+ 
TCp= Tp'yl+Tp'z2-Tp"y3+Tp'z4 (9-1) 
Tp'zl+rp'y2-Tp'z3-Tp'y4 
9-1 
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9.2 Derivatic-,n 0f the Detailed Dynamics - The vehicle and sus-suspension system dynamics are derived in the following paragraphs, first with 0nly the assumption 0f small angle restricti0ns in rota-tion and linear characteristics in the individual isolators 0f the suspension system.. In section 9.3 the suspension dynamics a;re sim-plified based on the selection in v0lume III 0f an une'lUpled four-point system. 
9.2.1 Suspensi,m System Dynamics - When the pallet is in-
ertially held under the contr0l of the CMG system, the 0nly C0nnec-tion between the pallet and 0rbiter is thr0ugh the suspension system. The suspension system exerts f0rces and t0rques 0n both the orbiter and pallet as a function of the relative ra,tes and displacements 0f the two b0dies. The dynamics of the suspensi0n system are derived by considering each suspension p0int individually. It is assumed that each suspension p0int (isolator) exhibits only linear spring 
rate and damping characteristics al0ng each vehicle axis with n0 coupling, i. e., a linear deflection 0r ra,te at any iS0lator l0ca-tion will result in a force acting a10ng the deflection or rate. In additi,lU it is assumed that the individual iS0la,tors exhibit no rotati0nal c0mpliance 0r damping and finally that the undeflected isolator length is small c0mpared to the distance from the pallet 
center-ef-rnass. 
In 0rder to de·termine the forces applied to the 0rbiter and pallet by each isola'tor it is necessary to derive the deflecti0n 
->-O. 0f the ith isolator as a function 0f relative translation 0f the ~ 
0rbiter and pallet and the r0tations 0f both bodies. Figure 9-1 shows a representati0n of the isolat0r body geometry when the sus-pension system is relaxed and there is n0 translati0n 0f the 0,rbiter 0r pallet with respect to the ideal (I) c00rdinate system. The 
->-
->-
vecters Pp and PS' r0cate the e e 
respect to the 0,rigin 0f the I 
pallet and 0rbiter mass centers with 
c00rdinate system. ->-The vect0r R 
o locates the pallet mass center wit:h respect t0the orbiter mass 
->-center when the suspensi0n system is relaxed. The vector S 10-
->- i cates the orbiter end of the ith iS0l",t0r and a i the pallet end. ->- ->-
->-Rand S are fixed in the orbiter and rotate with it and a i is o i ->- ... fixed in t:he pallet. The vector P coincides with R when the sus-e e pension is relaxed and is cons,tant in I c00rdina,tes. From the fig-
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... ... "* R -kt =jj 
o i i 
......... 
Po=Ppo-PSo 
Now, consider the case when both the pallet and orbiter have been rotated with respect to I through the small angles 
(9-2) 
->- T"* T 
.. Gp=(8px,epy,8pz) and ~s=(esx,eSy,esz) , respectively, and both 
bodies translated with respect to I cQordinates as shQwn in fig-u,re 9-2. The pallet and orbiter mass centers are located by the 
->-
->-
vectors Pp and PS' respectively, with: 
...... ->-p=p -p p S (9-3) 
The vector 8 nQW represents the Qpening between the pallet and or-i 
biter ends of the ith isolatQr, i.e., it is the deflectiQn of the ith iSQlatQr. Expressing all vectQrs in their I space cOQrdina,tes 
and noting that ;i' ai' and itQ have undergQne rotations: 
(9-4) 
... The vector £ is a measure Qf the transla'tion of the pallet center oE mass from i,ts position when neither orbiter rotation or rela,tive orbiter/pallet translatiQn has Qccurred, thus: 
... ... ... p=[ T ]R,+E ISo 
Substituting equatiQn 9-5 into 9-4 and solving h!" 8i : 
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... (ROTATED BY 8 S wrt I COORJilS) 
Figure 9-2. Geome-try of One Sl:lspension Peint \,'ith a General Deflection 
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Equation 9-6 can be written as: 
-r ->.".+ 
'" =E+¢xa i i 
where t. is given in terms 0·f its I space coordinates. Under 
~ 
assumption 0f small angle r0tati0ns and small deflecti0ns 8i , 





where 8 x8. is essentially a second order term and similarly f"r 
. S 1 . 
res0luct:i0n int" pallet c""rdinates. Thus, the iS0lat0r deflecti"n 
can be expressed in b"th Sand P e00rdinates by means 0f equati0n 
9-8, Under the small angle,assumpti0n, ign0ring sec0nd 0rder pr0-
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The vectors 8i and 6i are defined as directed from the orbiter 
to the pallet, resulting in 
and in the same directi,JU. 
matrices describing the ith 
forces on the orbiter along those vectors 
Defining the spring constant and damping 
isela,tor characteristics as: 
A [K.]=diag{K i,K . ,K i} 1 x yl. Z 
11 [Ci]=diag{C i' C ., C .} X y~ z~ 







where the vector fi=(fxi,fyi,fzi) represents the frictien of the 
suspension point, which for the purposes of this derivation is 
assumed to be of constant magnitude in each coordinate direction 
acting in the direction ef the preper velocity compenent, i.e., 
fki= Fki, 
= 0 
The force on the pallet due to the iroh suspension peint is simply 
.... 
the negative FSi' 
(9-14) 
The torque exerted on the pallet by the isolator is due to the force 
.... 
.... FSi acting On the lever arm Cii ' 
(9-15) 
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The total forces and torques acting on each body due t" n isola,tors is then: 
n 
FSS~ 2: FSi 
i~l 
-+ + FSp~-FSS 
n 






where the subscript "ss" indicates action "f the suspension on the orbiter and "Sp" on the pallet. 
9.2.2 Orbiter Rot.ati"nal Dynamics - Under the assumption "f small angle "etatiens, the rotational "quatiens of motion ef the 
"rbite·r are simply: 
(9-21) 
where the Euler term invelving the cress pr"duct of rates has been 
neglected, and the e:x;ternal t"rques are the suspensien 




torque T SS 
orbiter 
TGS and dis,turbance torque acting on the erbiter TDS ' The ma·trix [JSl represents the iner~ia tenser ef the "rbiter. The "rbiter 
rates and displacements 6s and 6s are obtained by int eg·rat ion, of 
the acceleratien cemponents. 
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9.2.3 Pallet Rotational Dynamics - In a similar statement, the pallet equations of motion in rotation are: 
(9-22) 
where [JpJ represents the inertia of the pallet and the external 
torques are those due to suspension, gravity gradient, disturbance and control output torque from the CMG cluster, respectively. The pallet rates and displacements are obtained from the time integrals of Equati"n 9-22. 
9.2.4 Translational Dynamics - Although both the orbiter and the pallet can translate with respect to the I coordinate frame, a 
complete solutlon of the translational equations of motion for both bodies is not required. Referring to sec.tion 9.1.1 it can be seen that only the relative translation of the pallet with respect to the orbiter is required to determine the suspension dynamics, in 
... particular the vector £ shown in figure 9-2. In general, the vector 
... 
... ... E expressed in I space compone'l.ts can be related to p and R , re-
o ... 
calling R rotates with the orbiter by: o 
from which: 
... 
-+--+ -+ -+-Joo -+ -+ pCE+[ T ]R =E+R +6 xR ISo 0 S 0 
+-+-+ 7 -+ £=p-R -~ xR 
o S 0 
and, recalling R is a constant magnitude vector, and again using o 
the small angle assumption: 
• • • +-+-7 ..... £=p-Ij xR S 0 (9-24) 
... It should be noted here that the vector EC which appears on figure 
;.. -+ '+ 8-2 which is given by £c=E+6sxRo is the relative translation used 
in v<>lume I of this final report in the derivation of equa,tions of 



























Again, referring to figure 9-2 it can be seen that the vector 
->-
... ... p can be expressed in terms of Pp and Ps which locate the pallet 
and orbiter mass centers as: 
and thus, 
+ ~ .;. pep _p p S (9-25) 
Considering each body separa·tely, the equations of motion in trans-lation are: 
(9-26) 
(9-27) 
... where ~ and mS are the masses of the pallet and orbiter, FSS and 
"'* + -+ FSp the forces of the suspension and FDP and FDS disturbance forces. Solving equa·tions 9-26 and 9-27 for the acceleration, substituting 
... ... into equation 9-25 recalling FSp=-FSS: 
(9-28) 
,. The time integral of equa·tion 9;28 
... since the initial condition on p=O. 
gives p for use in equation 9-24, 




... and, since the I space rep·resentation of Po is the same as the S 
... space representa·tion of R : 
o 
t 
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... Thus, the integral of P is substituted into equation 9-23 to deter-
mine e. 
9.2.5 Summary of till' Det.aile.d Dynamics - All external forces and 
_orques acting on the bodies. are put into the equations of motion. The 
pallet rates 6p ar" picked off and processed through the vehicle con-
trol law, CMG control law and CMG dynamics to obtain the control torque 
... 
TCp' The suspension forces and torques are fed back into the dynamiCS 






+J+ P= PdT 
• 
• 
...... + f'" £ =p-R =, PdT C 0 
The suspension dynamics are then determined by: 
•• • $=6 -6 P s 
• • • 
...... 7: .". £=p-t1 xR S 0 
...... 7: + £=£ -ti xR C S 0 






























9.3 Simplified Vehicle Dynamics - The previous deriv!<tion if implemented for simulation would result in a dynamic simulati.on which would allow parametric va'riation of the number of isolators and their characteristics and locations, as well as center-of-:-mass loea,tions of both the orbiter and pallet. Within the scope of this study, however, such generalizations are not needed and significant savings can be made in the computations required by making additio;:""a1 assumptions and using the four-point suspension configuration recommended in volume III of this report. 
The four-point configuration is shown schematically in figure 9-3 which illustrates the near symmetrical placement of the iso-lators about the pallet center-of-mass alid in a plane con,taining the center-of-mass. Under these conditions, the locations of the 
... isolators ai' i=1,4 can be expressed in terms of two lengths, i.e., 
the longitudinal and lateral dis,tances from the mass center. As-
",uming perfect symmetry which implies uncoupled trans1a,tion and 
... rotation for the pallet, the isolator locating vectors a i can be 
9-12 
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given in terms of the location of the number 1 isolator. Noting the isolators are numbered in terms of the quadrant of the ~YP 
+ plane in which they lie, the ai become under this assumption: 
+ al~(a ,a ,0) (9-43a) x y 
+ a2~(-a ,a ,0) 
x y (9-43b) 
+ 
a3=(-a ,-a ,0) x y (9-43c) 
+ a4~(a ,-a ,0) (9-43d) x y 
and, 
4 
2::+ ' a =0 i- (9-4}1) 
i=l 
If in addition it is assumed that each isolator exhibits identi"al spring rate and damping characteristics such that all [Ki]=[K], 
[Ci]~[C] and Fki~Fk' the expression for the forces and torques ap-
plied by the suspension can be greatly simplified. With these 
assumptions, the force equation 9-40 can be written: 
4 
• • 
+ 7 "'" + + + =4[KIE+[K]<px L..., a i +4[C]E+[C]q,X 
i 
or, (9-45) 
It should ~e noted tha,t although the quantities "i are no longer 
required, 8i must bl! calculated to determine the frictional f"rces 
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t =~+ • -C( <P 2 x z 
C(X~y+ay~X 





• • C( <p -a <p 
x y y x 
• 
C(y<Pz 
t =~+ • C( <p 4 x z 
• • 
_./ 
-C( <p -C( <p 
x y y x 
By making the f0ll0wing definiti0ns of individual components: 
6 =~ -C( ~ (9-46a) xl x y z 
6 =~ +a ~ (9-46b) x3 x y z 
• • • <5 =E +a <p (9-46c) yl Y x z 
8 =~ -C( ~ (9-46d) y2 y x z 
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6 2=£ +(a ~ +a ~ ) 
z z y x x y 
•• • • 
cS =E -(a <j> -a <j> ) 
z3 z y x x y 
•• • • 
cS 4=E -(a <j> +a <j> ) 




The twelve individual components of the O. can thus be given in terms 
~ 
of the above eight calculations which in turn involve sums and dif-
ference of many identical quantities. llenoting fai as the friction 
resulting from the rate ,fiai' a=x,y,z; i=l,2,3,4, the total friction 
force becomes: 








Consider next the torque equation 9-41: 
4 
~ 
+ The terms involving only sums of the ai clearly d'isappear, then ex-panding: 
= 
9-16 
4K a 2<j> 
z y x 
4K a 2<j> 
z x y 
4 (K a2+K a 2 )<j> 











































with a parallel expansion for the damping term. Defining a fric-tion torque: 
-a (f l+f 2-f J-f 4) Y z z- z z 
a (f I-f 2-f 3+f 4) x z z z z 
2a (f -f )-2a (f -f ) y xl x3 x yl y2 
Then, defining: 
[KC]~4[KJ 
[D J~4 eC] C 
[K",J~diag{4~lK ,4a2K ,4(a2K +a2K )} ~ y z x z y x x y 
[n",J~diag{4a2D ,4a2D ,4(a2n +a2D )} ~ Y z x z y x x y 
The suspension torque and force equa,tions become: 
• 
TSp=-[KcpJ<P-[CcpJ<P-Tf 
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10. COMPWTER STUDY 
This section gives the computer results obtained from the 
hybrid simulation of the orbiter vehicle and the suspended pal-
let controlled by the shockmounted ATH CHC. The results described 
in this section were obtained from the poin.ting accuracy model 
defined in the preceding sections with the exceptions that CllG 
gimbal angle change, translational dynamics and suspension torque 
on the shuttle were neglected since they had negligible effect 
on the 0verall system response. 
The main purpose of this study was to determine pallet 
p0inting capability as a function "f CHG nonlinearities, c.rew 
motion disturbance, GG effects, and system bandwidth. Studies 
determined that the only significant CUG nonlinearity was fric-
tion, discussed in section 7.3, and tha,t GG disturbances w0uld 
n0t affect pallet pointiug appreciably. T',eref01:e pointing 
studies were parameterized as a function of friction level, 
crew moti,lU disturbance, system bandwidth and CHG gimbal angle. 
Limit cycle levels were obtained with no torque input and then 
the torque input level required to eliminate limit cycles was 
determined. These results are presented ill this section with a 
summary of results given in table 10-4. 
10.1 llybrid SiIlllJ],ati0n Det"ils - Figure 10-1 is a block 
diagram of the complete simulation showing the interrela,tion-
ships of the vehicle control law (equation 8-1), the compensa-
tor (equa,tion 8-2.6), the CNG control law (e'll!lations 6-13, 6-14, 
6-22, 6-24 and 6-25), torque resoltltic>u (equation 9-1), the 
vehicle dynamics and the CMG models, both of the latter are dis-
cussed below. The model was implemented on a hybrid computer 
facility comprised of a Scientific Data Systems 86 digital com-
puter interfaced with two Ap.plied Byaamics AB-4 aaalog consoles 
and a Beckman Ease analog computer. The simulation was run in 
real time witch the fastest possible sam~le peri"d which was 
7 msec. Ne quantization was present in t.he runs ot.her than 
that "f tohe compu'te.r A/D and B/A i"terfaces, ap~roximately 0.006 
percent 0f maximum value. 
10.1.1 CMG Models - A detailed block diagram of the CMG 
m"del is given in figure 10-2. The only simplification of the 
model derived in section 7 is the deletion of the various limi-
t.ers present in the rate loops. This was dOlle sinc.e the regi0n 
of opera,tion of the CMGs in this study involves low signal levels 
th1:oughou,t, thus obviating the need for the limiters. The CMG 
parame,ter values used in the frequency response runs and in all 
poiating performance runs wi.th the exception of those involving 





































The f'lUr CMG models incorporated into the complete simula-tion were altered somewhat to minimize the analog hardware re-quirement. This simplification consisted of replacemeI1t of ehe sines and cosines of gimbal angles with direct gains which could be preset to represent any arbitrary gimbal state. This simpli-fica,tion was made possible due to the short time periods and slow gimbal rates involved which valida,tes the use of linear approxi-
mations to these fl!lnc.ti0lls. 
10.1.2 Vehicle Dynamics Mo.q"l - Figuo:-e 10-3 is a block diagram of the simplified vehicle dynamics used in the simnla-tion study. The dynamics finally used in the computer study are those derived in section 9.3 with the translational dynamics and suspension torque acting on the orbiter being neglected due te t::he very lew magnittldes of these items compared with the other parameters existing in the sim1:11ati0n. 
Table 1@-2 lists the vehicle dynamics parameter values used in all psinting perfo,mance runs. 
10.2 CMG Frequency Response - The CMG msdel frequency response for zen> inner and ou'ter gi1nbal angle" and 0.01 rad/ sec gimbal rate csmmand amplitude is given in figures 1@-4 and 10-5. The quantity T is the CMG output terque ill the d.irection of the torque command c 
and perpeedicular to t:he CMG momentum vector divided by the ampli-tude ef the command torque and is theoret:lcally one. The quantity T is the CHG output torque in the direction perpendicular to both x 
the command torque and the CHG momentum vector divided by the am-plit:ude of the command t:orq,l1e and is thearetically zero. The third component of CMG output: torque, t:he component in the direction of the CMG momentum vector, was judged, to be small and t:herefere not m0nitored. 
Te cempensate for the CMG dynamics of figm'es 10-4 and 1@-5, the following c0mpensa:t:0.r pa,rameters (eqtHLti0u 8-26) were. employed in all pointing performance runs: wl~12.5 rad/sec, sl~Q.125, 
W2~7Q rad/sec and s2~O.707 . 
10.3 Simulation S tu4y Outline - Palle,t centrel leop band-
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ThEOre were three types of runs made for the various system bandwidths and at CIIG gimbal angle combinations of 0° and 45°. The three types of pointine performance runs which were made 
are: 
1. No torque disturbance acting on tile pallet or orbiter. 
2. Step torque disturbance acting on the pallet. 
a) Each axis individually a,t the minimum value necessary to eliminate the undis turbed limit cycle on tha i: axis. 
b) All axes simultaneously at tile values determined in part a. 
3. Crew motion torque disturbance act:ing en the orbiter as 
"'* -t- + 
-)- T given by TDS=RxFDS where R=(-15,0,0) meter, and 
Case I -;, T FDS=(O,FD,O) n 
",. T Case II FOS=(0,O,FD) n 
F F + DDT Case III FOS=(O,-,-) n 
, nn 
where: FD ramps from zero to HlO newtons during the first 
0.8 seclmds, is zero) between 0.!l secends and 2.4 
seCl'mds, ramps from -100 newtons te zero during 
the last 0.8 seconds. 
The above runs were made fmc: 
a) The 1/2, 1, 2, and 4 Hz systems with all gimbal 
angles equal to 0°. 
b) The 1/2 and 1 Hz systems with all gimbal angles 
equal to 45°. 
c) The 2 and 4 Hz systems with the inne'r gimbal angles 
equal to 0° and !Outer gimbal angles equal to 45°. 
In addition, type one runs were made for the 1, 2 and 4 Hz 
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nominal friction level. TiIDe histories of various system vari-
ables were plotted on strip chart recorders. The variables 
chosen for display were the followinl.l: 
6lj ,j = 1,2,3,4 CMG inner gimbal rate.s 
53j ,j 1,2,3,4 CHe oute.r gimbal rates 
• 8Si,i = x,y,z orbiter angular rates 
8Si,i x,y,z orbiter atctitude 
TDPi,i = x,y,z torque disturbance Oll pallet 
TCi,i = X,Y,Z torque command from vehicle control 
T' . Ci,l X,Y,Z torque conunand from compensator 
TCPi,i = x,y,z ne·t CHG torque applied to pallet 
8pi ,i = x,y,z pallet angular rates 
6pi,i = X,Y,Z pallet a,ttitude 
10.4 Poir>ting Perf0rmance Stu<ly Results ~ Reproductions of 
selected computer runs are shown in figures 10~6 tllrough 10~46. 
In reading the runs, tiIDe can be read from the marks at the top 
and bott:om of each run whe're each mark corresponds to 1 second. 
10.4.1 CMG Friction Study - The primary nonlinearity of 
the CMG is friction. When no vehicle dist:urbances are p.resent, 
the CMG friction causes limit cycles as evidenced by observing 
8pi on figures where no disturbance torque is applied (1. e. , 
law 
figure 10-6 for example). As can be seen by comparison (figure 
10-6 vs 10-16), the liIDit cycle amplitude decreases as the system 
bandwidth increases. Figure 10-47 summarizes how pallet attitude 
(8pi) varies with bandwidth. 
Studies were also made to determine the effect: of friction 
level on limit Ilycle ampli.tude. (See figures 10-41 through 10-46.) 
For a 2 Hz system with gimbal angles set equal to zero, the palle.t 
atti.tude error due to nominal CMG fric.tion was approxima.tely 0.1 
arc-second about the palle.t Y and Z axes, and approximately 1.1 
arc-second about the pallet X-axis. As the CMG friction level 
increases or decreases, the limit cycle amplitude varies p,ropor-
tionately. The effect of friction level for various sys'tem band-
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10.4.2 Vehicle Disturbance - When small vehicle disturbance torques (TDPi) are applied, approxiamtely 1 n-m, steady Cl1G gimbal 
rates occur and the system stops limit cycling (i.e, figure 10-37). Disturbance torques (TDPi ) required to stop limit cycling at various 
system bandwidths are summarized in figure 10-49. 
10.4.3 Crew Motion Ilisturbances - Crew motion is the largest disturbance expected which will affect pallet pointing performance. For the 2 Hz system with CHG gimbal angles at zero, ti,e worst case 
crew motion disturbance error is 0.25 arc-second about the pallet Z-axis (see figure 10-28). As can be seen from the computer runs, pointing error introduced as a result of crew m0tion disturbance decreases as system bandwidth increases. These results are sum-
marized in figure 10-50. 
10.5 Summary - Bata presented in this section shows that the sys tern will have a limit cycle a·t titude error due to the CtlC fric-tion when no external torques act on the vehicle. It also shows that the limit cycle amplitude to be a function of friction level 
and system bandwidth. This limit cycling can be stopped by apply-ing torques to the vehicle which cause CHG gimbal rates to be 
required. In addition, crew mo·tion disturbance ca.uses attitude error which is reduced by increasing system bandwidth. 
Due to what has been said in the above paragraph, it would 
seem that the higher the system bandwidtll the be.tter the system performance; however, the higher tile system bandl4idth the less 
stable the system becomes. In .fact, the 2 Hz system was unstable at 45 degree inner and outer gimbal angles and the 4 Hz system 
was unstable at both 45 degree inner and outer gimbal angles and 
zero inner gimbal angles and 45 degree outer gimbal angles. This instability was not predicted by an idealized CMG system analysis 
and thus must be attributed to CMG dynamics. However, it is anti-cipated that a redesign of the ClIG rate loops, taking into account the effects of the CMG shockmount, will eliminate these instabili-ties. 
In summary, the 2 Hz system could easily meet the 1 arc-
second pointing requirement considering the fact that an orbital 
vehicle almost always has disturbance torques acting upon it. Redesign of the CMG rate loop is recommended to take into account the effects of the CMG shoekmoun-ts and eliminate system instabili-ties presently observed for the ATM CMG rate loop design. In addi-tiOR a red'esign of the ra,te loops, to better compensate fa" the 
effects of friction at zero gi:mbal rate commands, will allow lower 
vehicle 10<>1' bandwid·ths (1. e., approximately 1 Hz) while still 
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Table 10-1. Floated Pallet Pointing Performance 
Study CMG Parameters 
Parameter Symbol 
Inner Axis Compensator Gain 
Outer Axis Compensator Gain 
Inner Gimbal Amplifier Gain 
Outer Gimbal Amplifier Gain 
Inner Gimbal Motor Gain 
Outer Gimbal Motor Gain 
Inner Gimbal Tachometer Gain 
Outer Gimbal Tachometer Gain 
Compensator Lead Corner Frequency 
Compensator Lag Corner Frequency 
Mmtor Deadzone 
Gimbal Motor Static Friction 
Gimbal Motor Running Fri~timn 
Zer0 Gimbal Rate Band 
Zer0 Motor Rate Band 
Gear Ratio 
Inner Gimbal Mot0r Inertia 
Outer Gimbal Mot0r Inertia 
Inner Gimbal Gear Train Stiffness 
Ou.ter Gimbal Gea·r Train Stiffness 
Moment of Inertia of Wheel About 
Axis Perpendicular to Spin Axis 
Gimbal Static FrictiQn 





Angular Momentum Qf Wheel 
Inner Gimbal Inertia 
Inner Gimbal Inertia 

























































0.0068 kg-m 2 
0.0068 kg-m 2 
ZD3,370 N-m/rad 
203,370 N-m/rad 





20 (N-m-sec) /rad 
20 (N-m-sec) /rad 
3115.0 N-m-sec 
0.746 kg-m 2 
0.868 kg-m 2 
1.003 kg-m 2 
, 
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Table 10-1. Floated Pallet Pointing Performance Study CMG Parameters (Concluded) 
Parameter Symbol Nominal Units Magnitude 
Outer Gimbal Inertia J
cll 0.76 kg-m 
2 
Outer Gimbal Inertia J c22 4.3 kg-m 2 
Outer Gimbal Inertia J 3' 3.9 kg-m 2 c :;, 
Equivalent Outer Gimbal 
2 Inertia J~33 4.834 kg-m 
CMG Base Inertia Jbll 5.35 kg-m 
2 
CMG Base Inertia J b22 7.9 kg-m 
2 
CHG Base Inertia Jb33 3.63 kg-m 
2 
Shockmount Spring Cons t. Ksx 170,000 N-m/rad 
Shockmount Spring Cons t. Ksy 208,000 N-m/rad 
Shockmount Spring Const. KSz 58,000 N-m/rad 
Shockmoun t Damping D Sx 402 (N-m-sec)/rad 
Shockmouut Damping D Sy 490 (N-m-sec) had 
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Table 10-2. Floated Pallet Pointing Performance 
Study Vehicle. Parameters 
Parameter Symbol Nominal Magnitude 








10-6 Reciprocal of Pallet Inertia 
'\>zz 7.384 x 
Reciprocal of Shuttle Inertia A 1.015 10-6 x Sxx 
10-7 Reciprocal of Shuttle Inertia A 1.385 x Syy 
10-7 Reciprocal of Shuttle Inertia A 1.354 x Szz 
Suspension Spring Canst. K+x 8,420 
Suspension Spring Canst. K~y 21,555 
Suspension Spring Const. K~z 53,432 
Suspension Damping C~x 2,679 
Suspension Damping C~y 6,860 
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Table 10-3. Floated Pallet Pointing Performance Study 
V"hicle Control Law Gains 
BANDWIDTH (Hz) 
GAIN 0.5 1.0 2.0 4.0 
~ 4.60 " 104 9.18 " 10 4 1.84 :< 105 3.67 x 105 
'0 




z ~z 3.00 " 105 5.84 x 10 5 1.17 " 10 6 2.34 x 106 
RP" 5.00 x 10 5 1.98 x 105 7.94 x 10 5 3.17 x 10 6 
'0 
6 H)6 107 '" RPy 
5 
5.18 " 2.00 " " 3.20 x 10 1.29 x 10 
--r 
z 
RPz 3.20 x 10 5 1. 26 x 10 6 5.05 x 10 6 2.00 x 10 7 
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Table 10-4. Floated Pallet Hybrid Simulation Study Results 
SYSTEI1 BANDWIDTH 0.5 Hz 1.0 Hz 2.0 Hz 4.D Hz 
2 TIMES X axis - 3.0 2.3 1.4 
NOMINAL Y axis - 0.3 0.2 D.l 
'" FRICTION 0-1 u Z axis - 0.3 0.2 D.l t1~ 
'" E-<;:l X axis 4.0 1.5 1.1 0.6 !ij:;3 
::li(~ NOMINAL Y axis 0.4 0.15 0.1 0.05 FRICT:J:ON fil z axis 0.4 0.15 0.1 !!l.05 '" ~e 
'" 5 ~ 0.5 TIMES X axis - 0.7 0.5 0.4 ~ -
:,] NOMINAL Y axis - 0.1 0.05 0.03 FRICTION ~ Z axis 
- D.1 0.05 0.03 .... 
C!> 
0 TORQUE DISTURBANCE X axis 0.5 0.6 1.0 2.2 
<>l REQNIRED TO 
"" Y a,xis 1.2 1.1 D.8 1.4 N ELIMINATE LIMIT 
CYCLE (N-m) Z axis 1.2 0.6 0.6 1.4 
Case I 5.0 1.2 D.25 0.05 CREW MOTION (Z axis) 
DISTDRBAIrCE Case II 2.0 0.5 0.1 nil (PEAK VALNE) (Y axis) 
---SEC Case III 
(X axis) 1.5 0.35 0.05 nil (Z axis) 3.5 0.8 0.1 0.05 
NNLOADED LIMIT X axis 1.5 0.1 0.5 
* CYCLE 
Y axis 0.5 0.25 0.2 
* 
(PEAK VALUE;) 





• TORQNE DISThlRBANCE X axis 5.0 0.6 1.0 
* 
U"\O 
.... REQNIRED TO 
N N ELIMINATE LIMIT Y axis 1.2 1.1 1.2 
* ~~ CYCLE (N~m) G)C) Z axis 1.2 0.6 1.D 
* · · ' ........ 
~'"O Case I 5.0 1.2 0.2 
* ~ fJ (Z axis) 
",0 Case II 
· · 
CREW MOT]DN 2.D 0.5 nil 
* 
ON (Y axis) DISTURBANGE 
(PEAK VALN'E) Case III 
--- (Y axis) SEC 1.5 D.4 nil 
* (Z axis) 3.0 D.8 D.15 
*Uns,table system, not run. 
ID-IO 
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Fig·ure 10-1 - F10ated Pal1e.t P0inting Perf0rmance Study, 
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Figure 10-3 - F10ated Pallet P0inting Performance Study, Vehicle Dynamics 
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Crew Hotion Torque Disturbance Case 
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Figure 10-10. 
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Figure 10-15, Crew M"ti"n r"rque Disturbance Case III, 
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Figu"e 10-19. Crew Motion r"rque IHsturbance Case II, 
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Figure 10-22. Step Torque Disturbance, 1 Hz System, 45 deg Gj,mba1 Angles 
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Figure 10-32. Step T<Jrque llisturbance, 2 Hz System, Zer<J Inner Gimbal 
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Figure 1@-34. Crew Motion Torque Disturbance Case II, 2 Hz System, Zero Inner Gimbal Angles and 45 deg Outer Gimbal Angles 
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Figure 10-36. N" T"rque Disl:u"bance, 4 Hz System, Zer" Gimbal Angles 
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F~gu"e 10-37. Step Torque Disturbance, 4 Hz System, Zero Gimbal Angles 
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Figu"e 10-38. Crew M"ti0n Torque Distm:bance Case I, 4 Hz System, Zero Gimbal Angles 
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Figure 10-42. No Torque Disturbance, 1 Hz System, Zero Gimbal Angles, 
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The (ollowing are the major conclusions of this study: 
a. Two shuttle pointing orientations (X-lOP and X-POP) were 
studied to determine actuator torque and momentum storage 
requirements. The X-lOP attitude has the advantage of 
allowing instrument pointing anywher" in the celestial 
sphere without the need for gimballed payloads, however, 
momentum accumulation due to gravity gradient torques is larger titan whell operating in the X-POP attitude. 
"!.t was dec ided that the momentum exchange system would be ~ized for X-lOP in order to allow all sky viewing 
without the requirement of additional gimbals when con-
sidering single payload operation. 
b. A CMG cluster having a momentum storage capability of 12,200 n-m-sec and a minimum torque capability of 200 
n-m can meet the requirements of the orbiter/pallet 
vehicle for gravity gradient stabilization during obser-
vation in an X-lOP orientation, and for momentum desatura-tion maneuvers. 
c. Of the three candidate double gimbal CNG actuators (Bendix MA-2300, Bendix MA-2000, Sperry 4500) the modi-fied Bendix MA-2 300, a versio" of the Sky lab AT}! CMG was 
chosen primarily on th~ basis of being space qualified 
and its off-the-shelf availability. This choice dictated 
a CMG cluster of four Sky lab ATN OIGs of 3,E5 n-m-sec 
momentum capability each in order to meet vehicle momentum 
requirements. 
d. A 20 Hz isolator was placed between each CMG and the pallet. High frequency disturbances generated by the CNG, which could not be eliminated by a second level of Experiment Control (e.g., Image Motion Compensation) due to its high frequency nature, are prevented from reaching the pallet. 
An unwanted effect of the isolator is to lower the frequency response of the actuator (CMG/isolator combina-tion) to approximately 2 Hz. Design of a compensator was 
required to insure stability when operating at a system bandwidth of 2 Hz. 
11-1 
e. Computer studies were parameterized as a function of CMG friction leve l, eNG gimbal a ngle, system bandwidth, and 
crew lIIo tion dis turbance. Major conc lusions obtained from the computer runs were: 1) with no torque present, t here 
exists a pallet attitude limit cycle (1.1 arc-second maxi-
mum for 2 Hz system) which decreases in amplitude with an increase in system bandwidth, 2) limit cycle w..plitude 
varied propoctionately with friction level, 3) a torque disturbance (approximately 1 n-m for a 2 Hz system) causes the limit cycle to nisappear, the torque level being a function of system bandwidth, and 4) pointing error due to crew motion disturbance (0.25 arc-second for a 2 Hz 
system) decreases as system bandwidth increases. 
f. The 2 Hz system could easily meet ~he 1 arc-second pointing 
requirement considering the fact that an orbital -,ehic le 
almost always has disturbance torques acting upon it "hich 
would virtually eliminate limit cycle behavior. 
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12.2 Abbreviations 
AID Analog to Digital 
APCS Attitude Pointing Control System 
ASM Astronomy Sortie Mission 
ATM Apollo Telescope Mount 
CM Center-of-Mass 
C&D Control and Display 
CMG Control Moment Gyro 
DIA Digital to Analog 
DCMG Double Gimbal Control Moment Gyro 
GG Gravity Gradient 
kg Kilogram 
kg-m 2 Kilogram-(Meters) 2 
Ian Kilometer 
n-m Newton-Meter 
n'mi Nautical Hile 
OMS Orbital Maneuvering Subsystem 
RAM Re~earch and Applications Module 
RCS React~vn Control System 
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Revolutions Per Minute 
Single Gimbal Control Moment Gyro 
Solid Rocket Booster 
With Respect To 
Components of unit vector along the local 
vertical (i~x,y,z) 
CHG inner gimbal cnord1.nate frame 
CMG base coordinate frame 
CMG outer gimbal coordinate frame 
Pallet isolator spring damping matrix 
CMG/shockmount transfer function 
'Shockmount spring damping 
Total friction force on orbiter from suspen-
sion system 
Friction of the ith pallet suspension point 
Force on the pallet due to the ith suspension 
point 
Lapace of any time function f(t) 
Force on the orbiter due to ith suspension 
point 
Sum of the suspension forces acting on the 
pallet 
Sum of the suspension forces acting on the 
orbiter 
Vehicle control law 
Compensation network 
Angular momentum of the inner gimbal written 
in A-space 
Wheel momentum of the jth eMG (i~l,2,3,4) 
Angular momentum of the outer gimbal written 
in C-space 
Accumulated momentum for one orbit 
Momentum accumulation due to gravity gradient 
Upper bound on momentum due to gravity gradient 
torque 
Peak momentum due to gravity gradient torque 
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Angular momentum of the CMG rotor 
CMG wheel momentum vector 
Inertia about axis' of rotation 
Inertia of inner gimbal and motor rotor about 
gimbal X axis 
CMG base inertia about the Z axis 
Outer gimbal inertia 
Equivalent outer gimbal inertia 
Equivalent outer gimbal inertia about the outer 
gimbal Z axis 
Moment of inertia of the CMG rotor about the 
diameter (X or Z axis) 
Inertia tensor of the pallet 
Moment of inertia of the CMG rotor about the 
spin (Y) axis 
Inertia tensor of the orbiter 
Inertia tensor in vehicle coordinates 
Root locus gain 
Gain margin 
Pallet isolator spring constant matrix 
Control law position gain 
Control law position integral gain 
Control law rate gain 
Shockmount spring stiffness 
Lagrangian adjoint 
Mass of the pallet 
Mass of the orbiter 
Performance index 
CMG output coordinate system (j~1,2,3,4) 
Compone.nts of the local vertical unit vector 
r",solved in vehicle coordinates 
Vector locating pallet CM to orbiter CM 
Laplace operator 
Friction level at which switching from static 
to running friction occurs 
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Time to accelerate to maximum vehicle rate 
for GG maneuver 
Torque exerted on the inner gimbal by the 
outer gimbal 
Maneuver time during constant rate period 
during GG maneuver 
Torque exerted on CMG base by shockmount 
expressed in B-space 
CMG command torque 
Torque exerted on the outer gimbal by the 
CMG base 
Commanded torque 
Total control torque exerted on the pallet by 
the CMG cluster 
Disturbance torque 
Output torque of DCMG 
Disturbance torque acting on the orbiter 
Error torque command 
External torques acting on the inner gimbal 
Friction torque on orbiter 
Friction torque 
CMG gear train torque output 
Gravity gradient torque' 
Upper bound on gravity gradient torque 
Gravity Gradient torque acting on the orbiter 
Total maneuver time 
Torque about rotor Y axis 
Torque exerted on the pallet by the shockmount 
Torque for the jth CMG expressed in pI coor-
dinates 
Running level of bearing friction 














































Static level of bearing friction 
Sum of the suspension 
pallet 
torques acting on the 
Sum of the suspension 
orbiter 
torques acting on the 
Torque exerted on the w-frame written in w-
space 
Wheel reaction torque about inner gimbal X 
axis 




X vehicle principle axis in the orbit plane 
X vehicle principle axis perpendicular to the 
orbit plane 
Locates pallet end of the ith isolator 
Locates orbiter end of the ith isolator 
Small angle rotation of CMG rotor wrt A-space 
(i=1,3) 
CMG gimbal angle (i=l, inner; i=3, outer) 
CMG gimbal rate (i=l, inner; i=3, outer) 
CMG gimbal rate vector (i=l, inner; i=3, 
outer) (j=1,2,3,4 for four CMGs) 
Inner gimbal rate command 
Outer gimbal rate command 
Rate of CMG motor rotor (i=1,3) 
Difference in inertia terms 
Control loop characteristic equation 
Pointing offset 
Miss offset of the pallet wrt to the pallet 
initial position expressed in I coordinates 
Threshold level at which friction model 
"" itches from running to stiction state 
Small angle rotation about the vehicle axes 
Damping factor (i=1,2,n) 
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Sensed vehicle position 
Desired vehicle position 
Pallet position 
Orbiter position 
Small angle rotation of CMG base wrt the 
pallet 
Lagrange multiplier 
Location of pallet CM wrt orbiter CM 
Initial card on PP' i.e., value of Pp when 
suspension is relaxed 
Relates pallet coordinate system to origin 
of I coordinate system 
.... .... Initial condition on PS' i.e., value of P
s 
when suspension is relaxed 
Relates orbiter coordinate system to the 
origin of the I coordinate system 
Phase margin 
Maneuver angle for desaturation maneuvers 
Sensed vehicle rate 
Acceleration of the ith coordinate frame 
Inertial rate of the CMG inner gimbal 
Inertial rate of the CMG base 
System bandwidth 
Inertial rate of the CMG outer gimbal 
Desired vehicle rate 
CMG gimbal rate 
Compensator undamped natural frequency (i=l,2) 
Orbital rate 
Spin rate of the CMG rotor 
Inertial rate of the CMG w-frame 
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x 
sec 
Vector cross product 
Arc second of rotation 
12.4 Transformations 
faTc] Transformation from C-space to A-space 
fAjTCj] Transformation from outer gimbal to inner 
gimbal coordinates 
fbTpll Transformation from pI-space to B-space 
[cTb 1 Transformation from B-space to C-space 
[C' T ,] Transformation from pI to CMG outer gimbal J Pj coordinates 
[rTp] Transformation 
dinates 
from pallet to inertial coor-
[rTs] Transformation from orbiter to inertial 
coordinates 
[pTV1 Transformation from vehicle to principle axis 
coordinates 
[pTp! 1 Transformation from the p' to the p coordinate 
J system 
fwTa 1 Transformation from A-space to w-space 
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